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VSummary
This thesis describes the design and development of a new Resonance 
Ionization Mass Spectrometer instrument at the Dept, of Physics and 
Astronomy, the University of Glasgow, and some of the early laser 
spectroscopy and mass spectrometry investigations carried out with the 
instrument.
The elemental trace analysis capability of the instrument has been 
measured to be better than lppm for both rubidium and calcium in complex 
matrices. Isotopic abundance ratios for calcium have been measured with an 
accuracy of ±3% and with a precision of ±5%.
The laser ablation process has been investigated for a calcium metal 
sample for several ablation wavelengths. A good fit to data was obtained with a
t-'
simple thermal process model. The laser ablation of calcium was obseved to 
display a strong enhancement at a wavelength corresponding to a known 
two-photon resonant, one-photon ionization (”2+1") RIS scheme. The 
potential utility of this Resonant Laser Ablation process as an analytic 
technique is discussed.
The laser ionization spectroscopy of calcium has been investigated over 
the wavelength region 413nm to 437nm. Two series of "2+1" transitions were 
observed, both displaying a strong ion yield enhancement in the vicinity of an 
intermediate resonace. Single photon, bound-bound transitions from excited 
states were also observed. The populating mechanisms and relative populations 
for these excited states have been investigated. A further series of observed 
lines has been assigned to two-photon resonant transitions from excited 
metastable states to autoionization levels, lying above the first ionization 
potential. Several spectral features have not yet been identified, possible 
mechanisms are discussed.
A simple theoretical model for determining two-photon transition 
cross-sections is outlined. A population rate equation model has been 
developed to describe the dynamics of the resonance ionization process. These 
two theoretical models have been combined to generate theoretical ion yields 
for a ”2+1" RIS scheme, a comparison with experimental data is presented.
Mass spectra for a calcium metal sample have been obtained using several 
'competing' analytic techniques:
- Laser Ionization Mass Analysis (LIMA)
- Resonant Laser Ablation (RLA)
- Non-resonant post-ionization of laser ablated neutrals (S ALI)
- Resonant post-ionization of laser ablated neutrals (RIMS)
Significant differences in the observed selectivities, and consequent 
sensitivities, are discussed with regard to the analytic utility of each 
technique.
The work on the laser spectroscopy and the mass spectrometry of 
calcium is solely that of the author.
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Table of Symbols
The symbols in this table may be assumed to have the given meanings throughout 
this thesis, unless otherwise stated. Labels T and 'j' represent upper and lower 
energy states in an atomic transition, respectively.
Ajj Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission from j —» i
By Einstein coefficient for absorption from i —> j
Bjj Einstein coefficient for stimulated emission from j —» i
Xjj Natural radiative lifetime for decay from j —» i
Ava Natural atomic linewidth
Wavelength of radiation for transition i -» j 
CDjj Angular frequency of radiation associated with transition i —»j
Ejj Energy gap between states i and j
f-j Oscillator strength for transition i —» j
Oy Absorption cross-section for transition i —> j
P:: Stimulated transition rate from i —» jij J
n^(t) Instantaneous population density of state i at time t
F Total angular momentum of given state
I Nuclear spin angular momentum
J Total electronic angular momentum of given state
mF, mj Z-components of F, J, respectively
L, S Orbital and spin angular momenta of given electronic state J,
respectively
Xa Statistical weight of level i
The ratio of statistical weights gj /  gj
n, n* Principal and effective principal quantum numbers, respectively
cy Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for transition i —> j
Laser temporal pulse length
♦ Laser photon flux
o Laser energy fluence
Avl Laser linewidth
(jt, e0, h, Have their usual meanings.
c, me, e)
R Rydberg constant
11. Introduction
Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry (RIMS) is a new technique for 
solving problems. The 'problems' can be divided into two main types; 
detecting very small numbers of atoms or molecules, and investigating the 
spectroscopy of atoms or molecules. RIMS is a hybrid measurement 
technique, combining resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) with mass 
spectrometry. The RIMS technique shows great potential for expanding both 
the scale and versatility of its parent methods. The field has already been the 
subject of several books and major review articles [1-17]. In particular, 
Letokhov [1] provides an overview of RIMS as both an ancxiytic and 
spectroscopic tool for the study of atoms and molecules; Fassett and Travis
[5] illustrate the present state-of-the-art for RIMS as a technique for 
inorganic chemical analysis, Koppenaal [16] puts RIMS into context as one of 
many 'competing' branches of atomic mass spectrometry, Fig. 1.1, and Axner 
[17] discusses RIS in the context of optical spectrometry, Fig. 1.2.
In the following sections, the basic RIS/RIMS concept, some important 
areas of application and the experimental methods used to realize these will 
be discussed. The emphasis of the discusssion will tend to elemental, rather 
than molecular, studies, in line with investigations carried out in this work.
(1) Resonance Ionization Spectroscopy
When an atomic or molecular 'system' is ionized following a quantum 
state transition induced by narrow band electromagnetic radiation, it is said 
to have undergone "resonance ionization". The resonance occurs when the 
photon energy of the irradiating beam matches the energy gap between two 
quantum levels of the system under investigation.
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Fig. 1.1 Atomic Mass Spectrometry Techniques
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Fig. 1.2 Optical Spectrometric Techniques 
(Adapted from Axner, 1987 [17])
2The simplest example of resonance ionization spectroscopy (RIS) is 
illustrated by the energy level diagram in Fig. 1.1.1.
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Fig. 1.1.1 Basic "1+1" RIS Scheme
A system in its ground state is resonantly excited to an intermediate 
excited state and is then ionized by absorption of a further photon. For most 
atomic and molecular transitions such a process requires photons in the 
ultra-violet (UV) to visible range of the spectrum (200-800nm). The 
concept of using such a resonant laser photoionization process for analytic 
measurements (in particular, the separation of atomic isotopes) was first 
proposed by Letokhov in 1969 [18].
The conceptual framework for the RIS process can be traced from 
Einstein’s classical treatment of the interaction of atoms with a radiation 
field [19], through Fermi's Golden Rule [20] to the optical Bloch equations 
[21]. The practical realisation of RIS awaited the development of tunable, 
high spectral intensity light sources - dye lasers. Using the new dye laser 
technology, the RIS process was first demonstrated, with rubidium atoms, by 
Ambartsumyan, Apatin and Letokhov in 1971 [22].
The principal characteristics of RIS were summarized in a recent 
review article by Letokhov [10]. As an analytical chemistry technique, RIS
3has three main features which make it highly attractive: selectivity , 
versatility and sensitivity . Every species of atom and molecule has its own 
unique set of energy levels - an identifying spectral ’’fingerprint". Tunable, 
narrow band radiation should thus allow any chosen state to be excited 
selectively (eg. a minor isotope may be selected in the presence of a far 
greater number of chemically nigh identical, but spectrally distinct, major 
isotopes). If sufficient spectral intensity is applied to the transition, then the 
process can be 'saturated', that is, every system in the selected state becomes 
excited. Hence, the RIS process should have a high analytic sensitivity . The 
power of RIS was demonstrated by Hurst, Nayfeh and Young in 1976, 
detecting single atoms of caesium within a gas proportional counter [23].
As a spectroscopic tool, RIS displays two further attributes which are of 
great appeal: spectral and temporal resolutions limited, in principle, solely 
by the intrinsic homogeneous broadening mechanisms of the system under 
investigation [10]. Spectral resolution is the ability to examine the fine detail 
of a system's internal structure, eg. atomic hyperfine structure. RIS can 
utilise the narrow-band laser and Doppler-free techniques developed in 
conventional spectroscopy, and can hence attain resolutions sufficient to 
probe the narrowest of spectral features. The temporal resolution of RIS is 
defined by the pulse lengths of the lasers employed. Existing, commercial 
laser technology can routinely achieve sub-picosecond pulse widths and 
hence even the short state lifetimes encountered in molecular species can be 
examined. Other spectroscopic techniques (eg optical absorption and 
emission spectroscopies) can achieve similar resolutions but generally 
require rather large amounts of sample material with which to work. The 
ability of RIS to make spectroscopic measurements on trace amounts of 
sample has been well demonstrated by Andreev et al [24]- Rydberg 
spectroscopy of the short-lived radioactive element Fr; by Niemax and 
co-workers for Yb [25], Ca and Li [26], and for studies on the positronium
4’atomic' system by Chu and Mills [27].
Widespread interest in RIS as a viable, general purpose analytic 
technique was sparked by the review paper of Hurst et al in 1979 [15]. A 
simple theoretical framework for the atom/laser field interaction was 
developed and then used to derive basic requirements for efficient utilization 
of the RIS process. In particular, five variations on the basic RIS scheme 
were presented, which would allow all elements in the periodic table (except 
for He and Ne) to be ionized using existing laser technology. The schemes 
provide a useful guide to the difficulties that may be expected in ionising a 
given element, but are by no means definitive. Usually, many different 
excitation routes are feasible; eg. calcium (Ca) is listed under Scheme 2, but, 
as will be discussed in Chapter 4, this method was not used in this work, 
whilst four other methods were! The five schemes, in order of increasing 
complexity, are illustrated in Fig. 1.1.2 and their possible application to the 
elements in Fig. 1.1.3. Scheme 1 is the basic form described above with only 
one laser wavelength required. Scheme 2 uses frequency doubled light (20^) 
to effect the resonant transition, with the fundamental radiation (cOj) ionising 
the excited state. Schemes 3 and 4 are 'doubly resonant', with a second 
colour (co2) being introduced to excite a further bound-bound transition
before photoionization. This 'stepwise' excitation, and its extension to three 
or more colour schemes, adds greater selectivity to the process. Scheme 5 
employs a 'two-photon' resonant transition, this special class of transition 
will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The relative cross sections for the 
transitions involved in the schemes will be detailed in a later section. The 
single laser schemes (1,2, 5) have enjoyed the greatest popularity through 
their inherent simplicity.
The five basic Resonance Ionisation schemes
□ □ □
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Application of the Resonance Ionisation schemes 
to the periodic table
1 II III IV V VI VII VIII 0
1H
3 Li 4 Be 5 B 6 C 7 N 8 0 9F
11 Na 12 Mg 13 Al 14 Si 15 P 16 S 17 Cl
19 K ,20 Ca 21 Sc 22 T i 23 V 24 Cr 25 Mn 26 Fe 27 Co 28 Ni
29 Cu 30 Zn 31 Ga 32 Ge 33 As 34 Se 35 Br 36 Kr
37 Rb 38 Sr 39 Y 40 Zr 41 Nb 42Mo 43 Tc 44 Ru 45 Rh 46 Pd
47 Ag 48 Cd 49 In 50 Sn 51 Sb 52 Te 53 I 54 Xe
55 Cs 56 Ba 72 H f 73 Ta 74 W 75 Re 76 Os 77 »r 78 Pt
79 Au 80 Hg 81 Tl 82 Pb 83 Bi 84 Po
87 Fr 88 Ra
57 La 58Ce 59Pr 60Nd 61 Pm 62Sm 63Eu 64Gd 65Tb 66Dy 67Hd 68Er 69Tm 70 Yb 71 Lu
92 U 95Am 90Es
5(2) Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry
"The combination of resonance ionization spectroscopy with mass 
spectrometry was both obvious and natural.", Fassett and Travis, (1988) [5].
"The primary advantage of resonance ionization for MS (mass 
spectrometry) is the ability to avoid isobaric interferences in the ionization 
process; this advantage is necessary for the determination of ultratrace 
concentrations or extremely small (<10_6) isotope ratios. A secondary 
advantage is the separation of the atomization and ionization processes, 
through which matrix-induced effects on atomization and ionization can be 
segregated and mitigated.", Koppenaal, (1988) [16].
The interfacing of RIS with mass spectrometry can be seen as providing 
benefits to each field, at the expense of greater experimental complexity. 
Although the basic RIS technique can provide a high degree of selectivity 
there are several major areas in which further discrimination is required, eg. 
elemental isotopic composition analysis, very high abundance sensitivity 
isotope ratio measurements and molecular fragmentation studies. In these 
cases a further degree of selectivity can be obtained by analyzing the RIS 
ions in a mass spectrometer, the hybrid technique known as resonance 
ionization mass spectrometry. 'Conventional' mass spectrometry is limited 
by the inefficiency and lack of selectivity inherent in the ionization processes 
employed. Measurements are sometimes simply not at all possible through 
limited available sample quantities and/or isobaric interferences. RIS can 
provide an efficient, highly selective ion source to help overcome these 
problems.
An important technique frequently used in mass spectrometry is that of 
"isotope dilution" [5, 63]. The use of isotope dilution allows a quantitative 
determination of a chosen element to be made through a precise isotope ratio 
measurement. Basically, a precisely known amount of a minor, possibly not
6naturally occurring, isotope (the ’spike') of the element of interest is added 
to a precisely measured amount of sample, (eg. A 236U spike could be used to 
determine the amount of 238U present in a sample.) The sample undergoes a 
degree of processing (eg. acid dissolution) during which the spike isotope 
comes into chemical equilibrium with the sample. Provided that 
'equilibrium' is maintained between the two isotopes at all stages of the 
process (chemistry, vapourization, ionization, etc.), a measurement of the 
ratio of spike isotope to the major elemental isotope of interest will give a 
quantitative measure of original elemental concentration in the sample. 
Hence, no knowledge of 'absolute' efficiencies (eg. mass spectrometer 
transmission) are required at any stage of the measurement, and hence the 
influence of sytematic errors is greatly reduced. (The isotope dilution 
method is also used with nuclear counting methods, with the spike being a 
short half-life radioisotope. For some studies, most notably medical, the use 
of radioactive materials is not desirable, and hence the ability of mass 
spectrometry to work with stable isotopes is of strong appeal.)
With sufficiently narrow band lasers (usually CW), individual isotopes 
can be selectively excited, utilizing spectral 'isotope shifts' [28]. This ability 
has led to great interest in the use of RIMS to make sensitive, very high 
'abundance ratio' isotope measurements (eg. for isotope dating techniques) 
and for isotope separation work (eg. 235U / 238U). Abundance sensitivity is 
the ability to measure the level of a minor isotope in the presence of very 
much more prevalent major isotopes. RIS can typically provide spectral 
selectivities greater than 103 and up to 106 under favourable circumstances 
[29, 30]. RIMS is set to become the preeminent technology for commercial 
isotope separation over the next decade (AVLIS: atomic vapor laser isotope 
separation, in the USA [31]; LAPIS: laser photoionization spectroscopy in 
the USSR [32]). RIMS provides an ideal tool for spectroscopic studies on 
individual isotopes, particularly for rare or short-lived species (eg. Wen et al
7on 10Be:9Be [33]; Kronert et al on neutron deficient gold isotopes [34];
Fearey, Miller and co-workers on Lu [35] and Pb/Bi mixtures [36]; Young, 
Donohue and Smith on the actinide [37] and lanthanide [38] elements; and the 
early (1976) work of Janes et al [39], Carlson et al [40] and Solarz et al [41] 
on 235U:238U ).
However, the line width of most high power pulsed dye lasers of the type 
frequently used for RIS generally exceeds any isotope shift in the analyte 
element. Hence, one might expect that under saturation conditions all 
isotopes would be excited with equal probability [42].
{Isotope shifts are usually in the range 0.3 -15GHz. The larger values 
being observed for the very lightest and heaviest of elements, with 
intermediate mass elements displaying relatively small values (eg. shifts of 
~15GHz have been reported for 10Be:9Be [33] and 235U:238U [39] 
respectively, whilst for 88Sr:90Sr a value of 0.7GHz has been measured [43].) 
Pulsed dye lasers typically have linewidths between 3 and 30GHz. CW dye 
lasers typically have linewidths of around 1MHz. ( A convenient conversion 
to spectroscopic units is 30GHz~lcnr1) }.
If knowledge of the isotopic abundances present in a sample is required 
then a mass spectrometer is required to provide discrimination between the 
isotopes. The basic assumption that uniform isotopic excitation is induced by 
broad-band laser radiation has recently been shown to not be generally valid
[44], ’’..the amount of ionization will depend on an intricate interplay 
between atomic and radiation parameters", Lambropoulos and Lyras (1989),
[45]. This has important implications for the accuracy of isotope ratio 
measurements made with RIMS (and consequently for the accuracy of the 
determination of absolute elemental concentrations when isotope dilution 
methodology is employed).
Applying RIS to molecules is considerably more complex than with 
atoms. The added degrees of freedom posessed by many-body molecular
8systems leads to considerably richer and more complicated spectra; sharp 
atomic spectral lines being replaced by broad rotational/vibrational band 
structure. Under conditions of intense illumination, as employed in RIS 
analysis, many molecules 'photodissociate' into a series of smaller, 
characteristic fragments. A true picture of such a process can only be built 
up by studying the mass spectmm of the resulting ions [12]. With the RIS 
technique it has proven to be possible to control the degree of fragmentation, 
from a predominantly molecular parent ion through to total atomic 
decomposition. Thus structural information for the molecule of interest can 
be obtained [46].
(31 Sample Vapourization
The prece/ding discussion has rather assumed that the sample of interest 
is in the vapour phase- this being a prerequisite for narrow spectral features 
and for efficient ion/electron collection. Therefore, the analysis of solid 
samples requires a vapourization (atomization) step before RIS can take 
place. ( RIS has been demonstrated directly for samples in solution [47-49], 
but is generally impracticable.) All of the vapourization techniques in 
general use for RIS/RIMS have been used as the basis of independent analytic 
techniques. Frequently the sample atomization process is also used as the 
ionization mechanism ("ionization-through-vapourization": ITV). The 
separation of these two processes into distinct temporal and spatial regions 
(atomization and then 'post-ionization') is one of the major distinguishing 
features of RIS analysis. The sample vapourization step is usually highly 
inefficient as a means of creating free ions for mass spectrometric analysis, 
the majority of vapourized material consisting of free neutral atoms.
Existing ITV techniques also show little selectivity and hence, are prone to
9'interferences' (eg. isobaric interferences in mass spectrometry), which 
ultimately limit their measurement capability. When selectivity does occur in 
ITV, it is usually to the detriment of the analysis! Such 'selectivity' can result 
in the inability to produce an ion signal for certain elements (eg. high 
melting point or high ionization potential elements) or in large changes in 
relative ion yield dependent on the chemical composition of the sample - 
known as 'matrix effects'. To overcome these two major shortcomings, 
several new mass spectrometric methods have been developed to analyze the 
atomized neutral species following sample vapourization. The separation of 
the two processes into distinct stages allows each to be optimized 
independently. These techniques can be grouped together under the title 
"secondary neutral mass spectrometry" (SNMS) and utilize ion beams [50], 
electron beams [51], glow discharges [52], inductively coupled plasmas [53], 
resonant laser (RIMS) and non-resonant laser [54-57] beams, respectively. 
RIMS is the only one of these methods which displays inherent selectivity. 
The selectivity of RIMS gives the very important benefit that many samples 
can be analysed without expensive and time consuming chemical processing 
(eg. with RIMS, 238Pu can be measured in the presence of high amounts of 
its interfering isobar 238U [42]).
Two parameters of the vapourization source which have a major 
influence on the efficiency of the RIMS analysis are the source 'duty cycle' 
and the source 'temperature(s)'. If the atomization source operates 
continuously (eg. a graphite furnace) and pulsed RIS lasers are employed, 
then there will be a "duty cycle" mismatch and hence sample utilization will 
be poor. (For a thermal atom source in vacuum and a short pulse length 
laser operating at 10Hz, only ~10'5 of the atoms leaving the source are 
analyzed by the laser [58].) This problem can be overcome either by using 
CW lasers or, more commonly, by pulsing the atomization source (eg. 
pulsed laser ablation).
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It is possible to define three distinct ’temperatures’ associated with an 
atomization source: "internal (or, excitation)", "translational (or, 
hydrodynamic)" and "kinetic (or, thermal)" [59, 60]. All vapourization 
techniques, to one extent or another, result in energy being 'deposited' into 
internal degrees of freedom within the analyte system (eg. the excitation of 
metastable atomic states). This is frequently characterized by an 'internal 
temperature’ for the vapourization process, which may be quite different 
from any 'translational' temperature induced by the process. In conjunction 
with the energy partition function, the internal temperature provides a guide 
for the excited state population distribution following atomization [59]. Since 
RIS is state selective (usually based on the ground state) this information can 
give a guide as to the expected fraction of the atomized analyte which can be 
accessed by the tuned lasers (eg. the high density of low lying states for 
uranium led to only ~l/40th of the total atomic population being in the 
ground state following ion beam sputtering [61] whilst for thermally 
evaporated Re no excited state poulation was observed [62]). The 
"translational" and "kinetic" temperatures are related to velocities associated 
with the vapour (T=7tmv2/8k [60]). These give a guide to the potential 
overlap between the resonant lasers and vapour from the source. The 
translational temperature is a measure of the velocity of the vapour 
perpendicular to the source, (eg. For an atomic beam from a thermal sample 
oven, the translational temperature is derived from the mean atomic velocity 
along the direction of the beam. For a sputtered plume, the translational 
temperature is related to the velocity of the centre of mass of the plume.)
The kinetic temperature is a measure of the velocity spread in the vapour 
perpendicular to the major direction of translation, (eg. From an oven, the 
kinetic temperature is related to the beam divergence, and hence can have 
any value from a few mK up to the translational temperature. For a 
sputtered plume, the kinetic temperature is a measure of the rate of
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expansion of the plume.) For a purely thermal source in which the vapour 
and source are in thermodynamic equilibrium, all three of these 
temperatures should be equal.
The vapourization methods most commonly used for RIS/RIMS analysis 
and their 'parent' ITV techniques are outlined in the following sections.
{ Note: In quoting analytic sensitivities the standard abbreviations 
ppm/ppb/ppt will be used to denote parts-per-million(106) / billion(109) / 
trillion(1012) by-weight. These are equivalent to weight-for-weight 
measurements, eg. lng/g=lppb. The suffix 'a' (eg. ppta) is used to denote 
atomic number concentration. For liquids analysis results are frequently 
quoted in the form weight/volume, eg. ljig/l~lppb. Frequently the smallest 
detectable number of atoms or mass of analyte is quoted, eg. lng of 235U.
( A convenient conversion is : 1013 atoms~lng).}
(i) Electrothermal and Flame Vapourization
The simplest method of vapourising a sample is to place it in a hot 
environment and raise its temperature sufficiently for atoms to evaporate out 
of the source. The 'hot environment' can be provided in a flame or at a 
heated surface. The surface is usually either an electrically-heated metal 
filament or a graphite tube furnace. These technologies have been long 
developed as elements of the well established analytic techniques of thermal 
ionization mass spectrometry and atomic absorption spectroscopy, 
respectively
Thermal ionization mass spectrometry (TIMS) has long been the 
reference technique for highly accurate and precise isotope ratio 
measurements. When combined with isotope dilution methodology, TIMS 
becomes the standard reference technique for elemental composition 
measurements [5, 63] (the combined technique being known as isotope 
dilution mass spectrometry, IDMS). TIMS uses a heated filament
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(1000-3500K) to both vapourize and ionize a sample under high vacuum 
conditions for subsequent mass analysis. Samples must undergo a large 
amount of chemical preparation to put them into a suitable form for 
'loading' onto a filament. The loading process can involve simple drying [64] 
from solution, electroplating [65] or adsorption into resin beads which are 
then placed onto the filament [66]. The ratio of neutral to ionic species in the 
thermally desorbed plume is given approximately by the Saha-Langmuir 
equation: n+/n° = (Z+/Z°) exp(W-IP)/kT Where, n+/n° is the ratio of ions to 
neutrals in the plume, Z+/Z° is the ratio of partition functions for the ions 
and neutrals, W is the filament work function, IP is the ionization potential 
for the analyte element, k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the filament 
temperature [67-69].
Generally, only a small fraction of material leaves the sample in the 
desired ionic state, the greater fraction being neutral atoms and molecules, 
and molecular ions [58]. The measurement capability of TIMS is limited by 
this inefficiency and by isobaric interferences which result from the lack of 
selectivity in the ionization process. The neutral atom population has been 
shown to have an excited state population distribution well described by the 
Boltzmann distribution for the filament temperature [62]. Mass 
discrimination effects (of the order, -0.4%) are known to exist in the ion 
formation process and this also limits the attainable isotope ratio 
measurement accuracy [42].
Much of the early RIMS analysis work was carried out on modified 
TIMS instruments and hence this combination is comparatively well 
documented and understood. Using thermal filament sources, RIMS has 
already been demonstrated for almost half of the elements in the periodic 
table [8]. When used solely as an atomization source the filaments are 
generally run at reduced temperatures (1000-2500K) compared with ITV 
methodology. As a source of free atoms for RIMS analysis, the thermal
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filament has two major strengths: simplicity, and relatively well understood 
and characterized behaviour. Its principal drawbacks would appear to be the 
amount of chemical processing required and the poor duty cycle overlap 
when pulsed RIS lasers are used. Fassett et al have managed to alleviate the 
latter problem to a degree by pulsing the filament assembly [70]. Isotope 
fractionation effects in the neutral atom population of the thermal plume, 
similar to those observed for the thermal ion signal, are to be expected [42].
Using thermal filament sources, Walker and Fassett have undertaken 
'state of the art' isotope ratio measurements on the Os-Re system using 
sub-nanogram samples [66]; Kronert et al have detected 1013 atoms of 239Pu 
[71] and 108 atoms of the short-lived 183 Au isotope [34]; and Gerke et al have 
measured a detection limit of 160 femtograms for Ca (limited by 
background contamination), using a gas filled thermionic diode detector [72].
The technologies of flame and graphite furnace atomization have 
largely been developed for use in atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS), the 
preeminent technique for routine elemental trace analysis [73]. (When a 
graphite furnace is utilised for atomic absorption spectroscopy the acronym 
GFAA is frequently used.) For flame-AAS, the sample is introduced in 
liquid form to the gaseous flow used to fuel the flame (nebulisation). 
Atomization takes place within the intense heat of the flame itself. The 
analyte element is generally in thermal equilibrium with the flame and hence 
the flame temperature (2000-3000K) is a good measure of the internal 
temperature [17]. In GFAA the sample is vapourized through electrothermal 
heating within the graphite tube. Samples are usually inserted into the tube in 
liquid form with an inert buffer gas present at atmospheric pressure within 
the analysis volume. Atomization temperatures of 2000-3500K are usually 
employed. Detection of the analyte element of interest is accomplished 
through the wavelength-specific absorption of light. The determination of 
the optical absorption of a sample requires a measurement of the change in
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the intensity of the light beam as it passes through the sample vapour. This 
can be done with great sensitivity, but is fundamentally limited by quantum 
fluctuations ("shot noise") in the light beam and the photodetector [74], and 
hence cannot approach the ultimate single atom detection limit of RIMS [10].
For RIMS analysis, the graphite furnace is used in two quite distinct 
fashions: firstly, as an enclosing analysis environment under atmospheric 
pressure of an inert buffer gas; and secondly, as an atomic beam source for 
analysis under high vacuum conditions.
The use of the former method, along with flame atomization, has 
developed into a specialised subset of RIS analysis, under the acronym laser 
enhanced ionization (LEI). This method relies on direct optogalvanic 
detection of the laser induced current, and as yet has not been interfaced with 
a mass spectrometer. LEI has been reviewed by Axner (1987) [17] and by 
Omenetto (1988) [75]. Detection limits, surpassing those attainable with the 
parent technique, have been reported for several elements (eg. lpg/ml for 
In) [76].
Sample 'ovens' have long been used as atomic beam sources for 
spectroscopy [77]. The graphite furnace has been developed by Letokhov, 
Bekov and co-workers [13, 78] and by Bushaw, Whittaker and co-workers 
[79] to provide a suitable atom source for RIS analysis at the highest levels of 
sensitivity. The furnace is capable of directly vapourizing liquid or solid 
samples with a minimum of chemical preparation. Bekov et al have reported 
several ultra-high sensitivity measurements for trace elements in real 
samples (eg. Ru at a level of lppt in metal samples [80], clppb for Rh and Ir 
in geological materials [81], <0.1 ppb for Ga in a solution containing less than 
50pg of analyte [78], <2ppb for Al in high purity Ge and <0.3ppm for Al in 
blood samples [13].) Using CW lasers, Whitaker and co-workers have 
detected less than 0.3pg of 130Ba with an abundance sensitivity of >1010 [30]. 
Despite the inherent 'cleanliness' of the method, matrix dependent effects,
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similar to those observed in GFAA, have been reported by Zilliacus et al 
[82].
Both flame and furnace sources are inherently "d.c." in nature and 
consequently display poor duty cycle overlap in operation. The enclosed 
furnace geometry is superior in this respect since it allows the sample to be 
’retained' in the analysis volume for longer periods [83].
(ii) Laser Ablation
High power lasers have been used to ’process' (melt, modify, vapourize) 
materials for many years. Laser 'sputtering' refers to any process in which 
material is removed from a solid/liquid sample. Major reviews of the theory 
and application of laser sputtering are given by Vertes, Gijbels and Adams 
[173] and by Conzemius and Capellen [174]. Usually the terms 'ablation' and 
'desorption' are used to describe those processes which result in sample 
vapourization (as opposed to 'macroscopic damage' processes such as 
exfoliation or hydrodynamic sputtering [84-87]). In this thesis, the term 
'laser ablation' will be used, somewhat arbitrarily, to describe all processes 
which result in elemental vapourization of the bulk sample matrix, and 'laser 
desorption' will refer to vapourization of surface components (usually 
molecular) from a supporting substrate. Pulsed laser ablation was used as the 
vapourization method for much of the work reported in this thesis, the 
technique will be discussed more fully in Chapter 3, with only a brief outline 
given below.
As a vapourization source for mass spectrometric materials analysis the 
laser has several obvious attractions: solid and liquid samples can be analysed 
with little, if any, sample preparation; the method is inherently 'clean'; high 
spatial resolution can be obtained by focussing the laser to a tight spot 
(«ljim, "microbeam"), and both surface and bulk analyses are possible 
through control of the laser power. Lasers have been used as ITV sources
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for mass spectrometry since the early 1960's, with major interest being 
generated over the past decade, as is usually the case, by the availibility of 
commercial instruments (principally, LAMMA 500/1000, Leybold-Heraeus 
GMBH, Koln, W. Germany; LIMA, Cambridge Mass Spectrometry Ltd., 
Cambridge, UK). Usually fixed wavelength lasers (Excimer, Nd:YAG) are 
used for laser sputtering, the use of tunable lasers ("resonant laser ablation") 
will be discussed in Chapter 3. Laser desorption has become popular as a 
vapourization technique for large molecules in organic mass spectrometry 
[46]. Laser ablation has proven to be a popular and versatile tool for 
multi-element trace and isotope ratio analyses [16, 88, 89]. The techniques 
main strengths being its relative simplicity, high sensitivity and microbeam 
capability, its principal weakness being poor quantitation. Strong isotope 
fractionation effects (5-25%) have been reported for laser ionization studies, 
although it is not clear whether these reflect a true physical process or are 
instrument artifacts [88, 90].
Laser abalation suggests itself rather naturally as an atomization source 
for RIS analysis, the pulsed ablation process providing good duty cycle 
overlap for pulsed resonance ionization. Indeed, the first successful 
demonstration of RIS as an ionization source for mass spectrometry utilized 
laser ablation [91], and the first elemental trace analysis of a solid sample 
with RIS used an ablation laser [92]. This latter work, Mayo, Lucatorto and 
Luther (1982), remains the most sensitive analytic RIS measurement 
reported for laser ablation: lOppta for Na in Si, using a gas proportional 
counter for detection. Beekman and Thonnard [93] claim a detection limit of 
15ppb for Ga in Si, with good linearity and quantitation; their results for Al 
in steel samples, however, are comparatively poor in both these aspects. 
Williams and co-workers reported the relatively modest limit of lppm for 
Cr in a steel sample [94]. Using non-resonant laser postionization, Schueler 
and Odom [95] have found increases in sensitivity of between xlOO and
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xlOOO over those obtained with standard ITV laser ablation in the analysis of 
high purity GaAs and HgCdTe.
As will be discussed in Chapter 3, laser ablation is generally found to be 
a process far from thermodynamic equilibrium. For example, Nogar et al 
[60] used 1.06|im pulses, with an intensity of ~108 W/cm2, to ablate tantalum 
from a metal filament held at a base pressure of 1500K. They reported the 
following 'temperatures': internal, between 1500K and 2000K, 
hydrodynamic, 8500K and thermal, 450K (the boiling point for Ta is 
-5700K). However, velocities measured for both the ablation plume centre 
of mass and radial expansion are generally <lmm/|is, which should allow a 
high geometric overlap factor, see Chapter 3.
(iii) Ion Beam Sputtering
When a sample surface is bombarded with a beam of energetic particles, 
sample material is ’sputtered’ off and the surface is effectively vapourized.
The sputtering beam can consist of electrons, atoms or ions. For ’elemental’ 
samples, the sputtered material consists largely of neutral atoms, some 
molecular species and a small fraction of atomic ions [96]. With ’molecular’ 
samples (eg. peptides in glycerol solution) it is possible to eject intact high 
molecular weight species in both neutral and ionic forms, as well as a variety 
of molecular fragments [97]. Useful discussions on the physical processes 
involved in the sputtering process are presented by Robinson [98], Garrison 
and Winograd [99], and Winograd [100].
The analysis technique secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) uses the 
sputtered ions (either positive or negative) for mass spectrometric 
characterization of the sample [101]. For SIMS analysis an energetic positive 
ion sputter beam is most commonly used (typically 0 2 or Cs at keV
energies). The "sputter yield”, S, for ion bombardment with keV beams is 
typically S~4, that is, for every incident ion four species are sputtered from
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the sample [102]. An ion beam can be focussed down to sub-micron spot 
sizes and hence SIMS can provide high spatial resolution on a sample 
surface. The controlled way in which the sputtering process erodes away a 
sample surface provides an ideal tool for measuring a 'depth profile' for a 
sample. The combination of these two properties has led to SIMS becoming 
the predominant analytic technique where surface or structural information 
is required [103]. The measurement capabilities of SIMS anlaysis are limited 
by the standard difficulties inherent in ITV techniques: limited sensitivity, 
isobaric interferences and matrix effects. Typically, less than one in a 
hundred of sputtered species are in the ionic form required for SIMS 
detection. This fraction varies by many orders of magnitude between 
elements and is highly dependent on the sample matrix and any surface 
contamination [104,105]. For surface studies (eg. catalysis), by definition, 
the amount of sample available for analysis is strictly limited and hence high 
sensitivity is required. To ensure that only the surface monolayer is 
analysed, SIMS must be operated in the "low dose" regime (low incident 
sputter energy and intensity) in which SIMS displays the lowest relative 
sensitivity. Matrix effects are a particular problem when quantitative 'dopant 
depth profiles' are required from inhomogeneous samples (eg. trace element 
dopants in multi-layer semiconductor devices) [106]. Isotope ratio bias 
effects are also commonly encountered in SIMS analysis, heavier isotopes of 
a given element generally being less efficiently ionized [107].
Many of the SNMS methods, mentioned above, have been combined 
with ion sputtering in attempts to overcome these limitations. Using electron 
beam postionization, Benninghoven and co-workers have reported much 
improved quantification but reduced sensitivity compared with standard 
SIMS analysis [51]. Becker and Gillen have developed the use of 
non-resonant laser postionization (surface analysis by laser ionization: S ALI) 
with high intensity UV laser radiation. Enhanced sensitivity, approaching
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ultra-trace levels, has been demonstrated [56]. The use of the glow discharge 
will be discussed in §(iv), below.
Much work has been carried out to develop the use of ion sputtering as 
an atomization source for RIMS analysis. (For RIMS analysis, an inert gas 
(usually Ar) sputter ion beam is preferred, this choice enhancing the ratio of 
sputtered neutrals to ions [108].) The combined technique holding out the 
* promize of the structural capabilities of SIMS with the enhanced sensitivity, 
and relative freedom from matrix effects and isobaric interferences of 
RIMS.
The obvious potential for commercial applications, particularly in the 
semiconductor industry, has generated much research interest in the use of 
RIMS in conjunction with ion sputtering. Young et al [109] present a brief 
review of some of the early ion sputtering/RIMS experiments with an 
analysis of important experimental design parameters. Winograd and 
co-workers have studied many of the important parameters for the efficient 
interfacing of pulsed RIS lasers with ion sputtering (eg. ion pulse length, 
laser spot size etc.) [110]. In a later paper, the same group report a high 
sensitivity (<0.2ppb) analysis of indium in a silicon matrix, with good 
linearity over a large dynamic range (104) [111]. Downey and Hozack have 
compared SIMS with RIMS for the depth profile analysis of semiconductor 
(AlGaAs) devices [112]. Accurate dopant profiles were obtained directly in 
the RIMS analysis, showing matrix effects much reduced from those 
apparent with the SIMS data. Matrix effects have, however, been observed in 
the analysis of several metal samples ( I, [104]; U, [108, 113]; U, Sm, [114]) 
in the presence of oxygen/surface metal oxides. Hutchinson et al [115] have 
investigated matrix effects, and the use of isotope dilution to alleviate the 
problems, for U in soil samples. Parks and co-workers have demonstrated 
good sensitivity (sub-ppm) and measurement linearity for trace impurities in 
a variety of high purity host matrices [106, 116].
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To date, only pulsed RIS lasers have been used with sputter sources. The 
sputter ion beam can operate continuously but is more usually pulsed to 
provide greater sample utilization efficency, ion pulse lengths of 5jis being 
typical. For pulsed operation and typical experimental parameters, the real
time duty factor is -Kk4, with -30% of sputtered atoms available for laser
£
irradiation [110]. Pellin et al [117] report an overall experimental collecion 
efficiency of -5%. Effective internal temperatures for sputtered neutrals are 
dependent on the energy of the sputter ion beam, but are typically 
1000-2000K for Ar* sputtering at ~3keV [110]. Note that this is significantly 
'cooler' than the 'temperatures' associated with the sputtering process itself 
and with the translational velocities of the sputtered plume (^lO4 K) [118].
(iv) Glow Discharge
The glow discharge provides a simple and convenient method for ion 
sputtering of conducting solid samples. The discharge is stable, easily 
controlled and yields high sputtered densities [52]. The sample is used as the 
cathode for the discharge and the sputter ions are formed from a buffer gas, 
typically -lto rr  of Ar. Sputtered neutrals move away from the sample 
surface, through the 'dark space' region, and can be subsequently ionized in 
the discharge plasma. Ionization is induced largely through electron impact 
and Penning processes, the overall efficiency being small, <1% [52]. Ions 
formed in the discharge can be extracted into a mass spectrometer, giving 
rise to the technique 'glow discharge mass spectrometry' (GDMS). The 
separation of vapourization and ionization into distinct regions allows GDMS 
to be classified as a form of SNMS in its own right. The GDMS technique is 
claimed by one of its commercial manufacturers, VG Instruments Ltd., to be 
sensitive and versatile: "..detection limits better than lOppb for most 
elements, below lppb in some cases..(for solid, conducting samples).." [119].
The obvious potential to increase the overall efficiency of the process
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through use of resonance ionization has been investigated by Harrison and 
co-workers [120]. An enhancement of the ionization efficiency by a factor of 
fifty was reported for an iron sample. Through duty cycle considerations 
this represents a net loss in overall sensitivity with the 80Hz repetition rate 
laser employed, compared to that achieved with the discharge operated in its 
normal continuous mode. The relatively high gas pressure in the discharge 
should give rise to long residency times for analyte atoms in the probed 
volume and consequently a high duty cycle efficiency should be achievable 
through use of a pulsed discharge and a high repetition rate laser (eg. 1kHz 
excimer pumped dye systems). The high discharge pressure and 
’temperature' also have important implications for the excitation processes. 
Atomic ground state populations will be depleted, leading to reduced 
sensitivity, but efficient collisional ionization of high lying states (discussed 
below) could help to redeem this.
(4) Ionization Mechanisms
Following resonant laser excitation there are several ways in which an 
atom can become ionized: photoionization, autoionization, field ionization or 
collisional ionization. Each method has its own set of distinct properties, 
strengths and weaknesses, these will be briefly outlined in the following 
sections.
(i) Photoionization and Autoionization
When an atom or molecule is raised to a higher charge state following 
absorption of a photon, it has undergone 'photoionization'. Marr [69] 
presents an overview of the various ionization processes that can result from 
the interaction of gases with a radiation field; and Hurst and Payne [4]
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discuss some of the parameters important specifically to RIS. The five basic 
RIS schemes described in §1, above, each use photoionization from a 
resonantly excited intermediate state to a singly charged ionic state:
A* + hv —»A+ + e". The process has the advantage of simplicity, the high 
intensity laser light required for the resonant transition(s) can frequently 
provide enough energy to also ionize the excited state. Many of the reports 
mentioned above have utilized photoionization; of the vacuum atomization 
results, only Letokhov, Bekov and co-workers do not use this method. The 
cross sections for excited state photoionization (10'17 —» 10-21 cm2) are, 
however, typically many orders of magnitude smaller than those for the 
resonant bound-bound transitions (10-10 —> 10'14 cm2 ) and hence, very high 
laser intensities (108 —» 1012 W/ cm2) are required to saturate such a step. 
Such high intensities usually require focussing for pulsed RIS dye lasers, and 
are not readily feasible for CW dye lasers. The need to focus the laser beams 
leads directly to a reduction in analytic sensitivity through a reduction in the 
amount of sample vapour analysed by the laser. Overly high power densities 
(those exceding required saturation levels) on bound-bound transitions can 
lead to light induced level splittings' which can actually reduce the total ion 
signal! [4,121] The selectivity of the process is also reduced through a 
disproportionate increase in non-resonant background ionization. These 
problems can to an extent be alleviated by using a separate high intensity, 
long-wavelength laser (eg. lOjim C 02 or 1.06jim Nd:YAG) to ionize a 
highly excited state. This technique has been used by Bushaw, Whittaker and 
co-workers in their high sensitivity CW experiments with Ba [79].
Another possible way to enhance the efficiency of photoionization is 
through the resonant excitation of autoionization states:
A* + h v -> A** -> A+ + e-. Such states will be discussed in Chapter 4.
For the present discussion, suffice it to say that autoionizing resonances are
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bound states existing above the first ionisation potential. They have relatively 
high cross sections (>1016 cm2), and are known to exist for many elements 
(but not, in the optical spectrum, for the alkali metals). Such transitions can 
be relatively easily saturated, at the expense of a further tunable laser being 
required.
(ii) Field Ionization
If an intense electric field is applied to an atom in a highly excited 
Rydberg state, then the atom cm  field ionize [122]. This method has been 
highly developed for RIS analysis by Letokhov, Bekov and co-workers. 
Usually, several resonant steps are used to excite the atom to a high lying 
state (effective quantum number n*~20) and then a high voltage field pulse 
applied (~2kV/cm). Transitions to suitable high Rydberg states generally 
have cross sections (~1015 cm2) which are easily saturated with tunable dye 
lasers. Each system in the upper excited state becomes ionized, however, it is 
generally only possible to excite -1/2 of the ground state population into the 
upper state [13]. { More strictly: the field, E, required to ionize a Rydberg 
state n* is given by, E(V/cm)~3xl08/(n*)4. The fractional population, B, in 
the state, j, following multistep excitation is given by, B=gj / Zj(gi), where 
is the statistical weight of the resonant state i [13] .}
(iii) Collisional Ionization
For resonance excitation in the presence of a relatively high pressure 
(>0.1 torr) of buffer gas, excited states can become ionized through 
collisions. For a room temperature buffer gas, the dominant ionization 
mechanism is simple thermal-collisional with the neutral gas atoms, and only 
highly excited states (those within ~kT of the continuum) are ionized. This 
method has been investigated by Houston et al [123] for the detection of Cs, 
and Smyth et al [124] for Cs and Rb, in gas proportional counters.
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Gerke et al have used collisional ionization for the ultra-high sensitivity 
detection of Ca and U in a gas thermionic diode [72]. If the buffer gas itself 
is highly excited (eg. in a flame, plasma or glow discharge, as discussed 
above), then ionization can be induced through collisions with ions, electrons 
or excited state neutrals. Generally, the collisional mechanism is highly 
efficient, inherently continuous in operation, with the obvious attractions of 
being cheap and simple! High pressure sources can be interfaced with mass 
spectrometers through the use of differential pumping (eg. commercial 
GDMS, ICP-MS instruments). Bekov and Letokhov [13] have noted that the 
ultimate sensitivity attainable with such sources will be limited by impurities 
present in the buffer gas.
(5) Applications of RIMS Analysis
"Trace pollutants are, by definition, present in very small amounts in 
the presence of large quantities of other materials. Thus their detection 
presents the problem of getting a signal from a trace pollutant which is 
distinguishable from signals from the other materials present." Williams et al 
(1984), [94].
As originally stated, RIMS is very much an applications orientated 
technique, the applications lying broadly in the fields of fundamental 
spectroscopy and materials analysis. The major spectroscopic investigations 
carried out using RIMS have been noted in §1 and §2, above. This section 
will cover some of the important aspects of RIMS as an analytic technique 
and outline some of the fields in which RIMS analysis shows great potential 
(semicondutor materials, bio-medical, environmental and 
geological/archaeological studies). The selectivity and sensitivity of RIMS 
technology should help provide accurate, quantitative measurements at levels
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below those attainable with conventional analytic techniques. The potential of 
RIMS to perform such measurements without chemical pre-processing may, 
in the long term, lead to quick and cheap routine analyses. A 'worked 
example' is presented to give a feeling for the potential capabilities of 
current RIMS technology.
(i) 'Worked Example'
The example will be based on an ion beam sputter source with pulsed 
laser ionization, the combination for which greatest commercial interest is 
displayed. The figures are based on those reported in the works mentioned in 
§3(iii), above, and are presented merely as guidelines.
Assume that a pulsed ion sputter beam with a current of 50pA and a 
pulse duration of 5ps strikes a high purity material. With a sputter yield of 
4, this gives rize to a plume of 6.25xl09 species, of which -70% will be in 
the required ground state. Further, the laser can irradiate -20% of these 
with an ionization efficiency of 100%. We have now created -8.75x108 ions. 
If -40% of these are transmitted through the mass spectrometer and detected 
with -40% quantum efficiency, then we have detected 1.4xl08 analyte atoms 
in one pulse. If we now asssume that our laser repetition rate is 20Hz and 
that we are prepared to count for 15 minutes, we will detect a total of 
2.52xl012ions. For a precise analysis we require 1000 counts, and hence our 
sensitivity to trace impurities in a host matrix is (1000/2.52xl012)~0.4ppba. 
Less than 20pg of sample (or approximately one monolayer, for an ion spot 
size of -1 mm2 ) has been consumed in the analysis! The low count rate 
(~l/s) would allow simple, precise counting electronics to be used.
Obviously, this analysis has taken into account only the 'signal' values, with 
no consideration given to 'noise' sources which will in reality limit the 
measurements. Background levels will depend on the form (eg. purity) of 
the sample, RIS scheme employed and the discrimination afforded by the
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mass spectrometer.
(ii) Semiconductor Materials
As semiconductor devices have become ever more compact and 
structurally complex, the requirements for methods of characterizing the 
devices have become ever more stringent. The analysis requirements of the 
semiconductor industry have been outlined by Smith and McGuire [125]. In 
this context, RIMS is perceived as having two important roles; detection of 
impurities at ultra-trace levels, below those attainable with other techniques, 
and quantitative depth profile analysis of dopant elements in multi-layer 
devices. Several of the key experiments demonstating the power of of RIMS 
have been mentioned in the preceding sections (ultra-trace analysis [13, 92, 
117]; depth profiling [106,112]). A RIMS instrument dedicated to 
semiconductor analysis is under development in the Dept, of Physics and 
Astronomy, University of Glasgow [126].
(iii) Bio-Medical Studies
Trace elements play a vital role in the metabolisms of all living 
creatures. To date, fifteen trace elements have been identified as being 
crucial to the health of human beings, "Acting as catalytic or structural 
components of larger molecules, they have specific functions and are 
indispensable for life.", Mertz (1981) [127]. Versieck [128] presents a highly 
comprehensive review of trace elements in human body fluids and tissues. 
Generally, these elements must be present in very closely regulated amounts 
at around the ppb level [127]. Lack of these elements leads to 'mineral 
deficiency' symptoms whilst their presence in higher concentrations can have 
toxic effects. The deletrious effects of xenobiotic elements (ie. poisons!) in 
macroscopic amounts is relatively well understood, however, the action of 
trace amounts of such elements is not at all well characterized [129] (eg. the
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postulated link between Al and Crohns disease [130]). Hence, there is a great 
need for sensitive and accurate measurements of trace elements in biological 
materials. RIMS should display sufficient sensitivity to be of use in such 
determinations. More importantly, the selectivity and comparitive freedom 
from matrix effects should allow accurate measurements in a wide variety of 
biological materials with a minimum of chemical processing [131].
Important experimental results are those of Bekov and Letokhov for Al 
in blood [13], Fasset and co-workers for Fe in serum [132], and Moore and 
co-workers for Mo and Cu in semm [131] and for Si in a variety of 
biological reference materials [133].
(iv) Environmental Studies
There has been increasing concern over the effect that industrial 
pollutants are having on the environment (acid rain, the greenhouse effect, 
trace metals in water supplies, nuclear fallout etc.). There is a growing need 
for analytic techniques which can achieve levels of sensitivity and accuracy 
beyond those achievable with present methods, RIMS is perceived to fulfil 
these requirements.
A major area of concern is the presence of low-level radioactive 
materials in the environment eg. effluents from the nuclear power industry, 
decay products from nuclear weapons testing, and from 'civilian' nuclear 
reactor accidents. It has been suggested that the presence of trace amounts of 
long half-life, beta emitters (eg. 135Cs) may present a long term public health 
hazard [134]. The potential for RIMS to achieve sensitivities higher than 
those attainable with nuclear counting techniques has been explored in detail 
by Houston [135]. Briefly, nuclear techniques only detect the radiation from 
a decaying nucleus, whilst RIMS detects the parent nucleus itself. For long 
lived species RIMS should display far higher counting rates and hence a 
greater attainable sensitivity. RIMS has the added major strength that
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isotopic abundance information is readily available. This is of great 
importance in determining the origin of nuclear materials (eg. Pu pollution 
from nuclear power plants, weapons fallout and natural sources each displays 
its own characteristic isotope 'pattern'). Nuclear materials have been studied 
with RIMS by Donohue and co-workers [42,114], Kronert et al [71], Rimke 
et al [136] and Gerke et al [72].
(v) Geological/Archaeological Studies
Although two quite distinct research fields, geology and archaeology 
have similar requirements for materials analysis capability: accurate and 
precise isotopic abundance information with high sensitivity, and ultra-trace 
element detection.
Isotope abundance analysis allows the 'age' of certain materials to be 
detemined through the technique of 'isotope dating' (eg. the well known 14C 
dating method for organic materials). Briefly, if the relative concentration 
of a long-lived radio-isotope to a reference isotope is known for a sample at 
some initial time, then the age of the sample can be determined from the 
present day relative concentrations and a knowledge of the decay half-life 
for the radio-isotope (eg .14 C:12C ). Standard nuclear counting techniques 
monitor the radiation from the radio-isotope (eg. the beta decay of 
14C to 14N ) or from some other radio-isotope further down the decay series. 
As mentioned above, the sensitivity of nuclear counting techniques is limited 
compared with that, in principle, attainable with mass spectrometry, and 
RIMS in particular. Three main difficulties exist for mass spectrometric 
isotope dating measurements; a very high abundance sensitivity is usually 
required (>106), the available sample size is frequently very small (eg. the 
Turin Shroud), and the isotopes of interest may be isobars (eg.
187 Os / 187 Re). The principal strength of RIMS in such measurements is the 
virtual elimination of isobaric interferences through its inherent selectivity.
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Perhaps the most impressive demonstration of the power of RIMS has been 
in this field: the determination of the 81Kr concentration in groundwater at a 
level of 1200 atoms/L («3xl025 molecules), by Hurst, Parks, Lehmann and 
co-workers [137]. The chemical inertness of the krypton analyte is of crucial 
importance to the sensitivity of this measurement; for species other than the 
noble gases, chemical reactions will indubitably limit the attainable 
sensitivities to levels less than that reached for krypton. Walker and 
co-workers have used RIMS and isotope dilution techniques on the Os/Re 
system to date geological samples [66]. The possibilities of using RIMS to 
make ultra-high abundance sensitivity (>1012) have been discussed by 
Lucatorto et al [29], Clark et al [28] and by Snyder et al [138].
Bekov and Letokhov have made a series of ultra-trace elemental 
determinations in ocean 'objects' and ancient geological sediments (eg. noble 
metals in seawater at ppt levels) [139], and in sedimentary rocks (Rh at ppb 
levels) [81]. (The former representing the first shipbome RIMS analyses!)
(6) The Choice of Calcium
As indicated in the title of this thesis, this work concentrated on the 
RIMS analysis of calcium (Ca). (Some of the important chemical and 
physical properties of calcium are given in Table 1.) Given the choice of 
some 84 stable elements from which to choose, the decision to work with 
calcium bears some justification.
In many ways calcium is a model system for the development of RIMS 
methodologies. It has a large mass range of stable isotopes, with both odd 
and even nuclear spins, and with a very large range of abundance ratios. Its 
atomic spectroscopy, both bound and autoionization, is rich, but 
comparatively well documented and understood. Calcium has a relatively 
low ionization potential and its resonance ionization is readily achieved with
Table 1. Calcium Data
Atomic number: 20
Atomic weight: 40.08 g/m ol; Density: 1.54g/cm3 
Principal oxidation number: +2 ; Electronegativity: 1.0 
Atomic ra dus: 0.196nm ; Ionic radius: 0.099nm
A
Melting point: 1120K ; Boiling point: 1760K
[ From, Science Data Book, Ed. R.M. Tennent. Oliver Edinburgh, 1971 ]
Atomic ground state: 4s2 1S0 Ground state of Ca+: 4s 
First ionization potential: 6.115eV = 49,306.1cm-1 [198]
Natural isotopic abundance ratios: [147]
Isotope Mass(amu) % Abundance
40 39.96 96.982
42 41.96 0.642
43 42.96 0.133
44 43.96 2.057
46 45.95 0.003
48 47.95 0.182
Radioisotopes and half-lifes:
41Ca, T1/2= 1.03x 10% ; 45Ca,165d; 47Ca, 4.54d
Nuclear spins: Even neutron number, =0, Odd = 7/2
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visible wavelengths. By a fortuitous gift of Nature, the 'layout' of the atomic 
level structure is well suited to measurements on the two-photon 
intermediate resonance enhancement effect, to be discussed in detail in 
Chapter 4. Calcium also displays a number of similarities, in both spectral 
and chemical characteristics, to uranium. This allows calcium to be used for 
the development of methods suitable for the analysis of uranium without the 
radiation and chemical toxicity hazards associated with the noxious substance 
[140].
There are many interesting and demanding applications for the analysis 
of calcium itself. Since calcium accounts for some 3% of the earth's cmst 
and is present in the human body in macroscopic quantities (=0.05%), the 
need for an ultra-trace analysis technique such as RIMS may not at first be 
entirely obvious! The potential uses of RIMS in calcium analysis are based 
on its abilities to make precise and accurate isotope ratio measurements on 
small amounts of sample materials with minimal chemical preparation, and 
to make very high abundance sensitivity measurements. In the former 
category are medicinal chemistry, geological and cosmochemistry studies, 
and in the latter studies in archaeology/paleoanthropology and fundamental 
particle physics. These various possibilities are outlined below.
Calcium plays a crucial role in the human metabolism. Knowledge of 
the pathways that calcium follows in the body, its localised concentrations 
and its rate of absorption from food intake are all important for the 
understanding of metabolic function. The 'microlocalised' (=lpm) 
distribution of Ca in biological samples has been investigated by Bums and 
File [141], using a SIMS instrument. Combining the very finest of sputter ion 
sources available (0=lOOnm) with the sensitivity of RIMS should allow such 
studies to be carried out at the single cell level [142]. The study of calcium 
absorption is of great topical interest in medicinal chemistry [143]. Published 
results have utilized the standard method of stable isotopic tracers [144],
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combined with various mass spectrometry techniques (TIMS [145], SIMS 
[143] and field desorption MS [146]). Chemical processing is required in all 
of these cases to overcome background and achieve adequate sensitivity. 
RIMS has the potential selectivity to work directly with unprocessed samples 
(blood, urine etc.) and its high sensitivity should allow smaller samples to be 
analyzed.
The large fractional mass range covered by the calcium isotopes makes 
it likely to display mass dependent isotope fractionation effects. These are of 
interest to geologists and cosmochemists [147, 148]. Here, the potential 
ability of RIMS to make accurate and precise isotopic abundance 
measurements on small samples (eg. rare meteorite fragments) is of interest.
Perhaps the most challenging problem for the RIMS analysis of calcium 
is to make the very high abundance ratio (10~15) measurements required for 
the 41 Ca:40 Ca isotope pair. ( 41 Ca is formed from 40 Ca by thermal 
neutron absorption.) It has been suggested that41 Ca isotope dating might 
prove a useful new tool in the archaeologist/ paleoanthropologist's kitbag of 
technologies [149,150] (in much the same way as 12 C:14 C is used at 
present).
With its 105 year half-life, 41 Ca should be of use in dating 
calcium-bearing samples (eg. bones) from the Pleistocene age (125,000 to 
730,000 years ago), a period not covered by any of the existing 
archaeometric techniques. (The combination of the long half-life and the 
41 Ca decay mode, electron capture to 41K with emission of only soft x-rays 
and low energy Auger electrons, makes nuclear counting techniques 
impracticable.) The technical problems for mass spectrometry are, however, 
formidable. The first reported measurement on the abundance ratio of 
41 Ca:40Ca was from a meteorite sample [151], a value of 3.8xl0'12 being 
obtained, using highly sophisticated accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)
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[152]. This ’high' value indicating the strong neutron irradiation history of 
the meteorite. It is only recently that the abundance ratio of 41 Ca:40 Ca in 
contemporary samples (2xl0_ 14 - 3xl0-15) has been established [153]. Even 
here, a large degree of sample pre-enrichment was required to make the 
measurements feasible. The most popular arrangement for AMS work is to 
use a negative ion source and a tandem mass spectrometer [152], RIMS does 
not fit obviously into such a scheme. If, however, a cyclotron type 
accelerator were to be utilised, then RIS would provide a sensitive positive 
ion source with an added degree of selectivity. More speculatively, it may be 
possible to make a 'standard' RIMS instrument which could achieve the 
required abundance sensitivity without recourse to the even greater costs and 
experimental complexities of AMS. Such a possibilty has been discussed by 
Lucatorto and co-workers [29]. More specifically, using CW lasers,
Whitaker and Bushaw have demonstrated isotope selectivities of 106 for 
136 Ba:137 Ba (isotope shift ~200Mhz) solely in the laser excitation stage [30]. 
Calcium has a very similar spectroscopy to barium (both being alkaline earth 
elements), and isotope shifts in the range 400MHz to 4GHz have been 
measured [154], thus a selectivity of at least that obtained for Ba may be 
expected. State of the art mass spectrometers can achieve abundance 
sensitivities greater than 109 [155, 156], and consequently a total instrument 
selectivity of >1015 would seem to be feasible with existing technology.
A proposed measurement in the field of fundamental particle physics 
has even more demanding requirements: the detection of 104 atoms of 41 Ca 
with a selectivity of 1016! An instrument which could dispaly such 
capabilities would become a sensitive solar neutrino detector [157], 
providing complementary information to the existing Ar/Cl detector of 
Davis and co-workers [158]. ( 41 Ca can be formed from absorption of a 
solar neutrino by 41K: 41K + ve —» (41 Ca)++ e-). Much of the above
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discussion on the prospects for RIMS in 41 Ca dating apply equally well to 
this problem. It is, however, evident that further improvements are required 
in both the selectivity of the resonance ionization step and in the mass 
spectrometer's abundance sensitivity before a RIMS analysis of an 
unenriched sample becomes feasible even in principle.
The laser spectroscopic and mass spectrometric studies carried out on 
calcium samples will be detailed in the following chapters.
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2. Instrumentation
A complete RIMS instrument is a large, complex system. The system 
under development in the Dep/artment of Physics and Astronomy, University 
of Glasgow, that was used throughout this work, is shown schematically in Fig. 
2.1. The system will henceforth be referred to as the "Kratos Machine", after 
the supplier of the main vacuum system (Kratos Analytic, Manchester, UK). 
The various major component sub-systems are discussed in detail below.
(1) Analysis Chamber and Mass Spectrometer
This is a large ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system into which the sample is 
inserted for analysis, Figs. 2.1.1 (a), (b). The system is constructed almost 
entirely of stainless steel (SS) to allow for 'clean* UHV conditions. Samples 
enter the main chamber through a fast insertion lock (Kratos XSAM-800). The 
sample can be changed and UHV conditions reestablished within about 10 
minutes. The main chamber consists of a SS sphere with a variety of ports 
facing radially towards the centre. The sample is mounted on a SS 'sample 
stub’, spring-clipped to the sample manipulator, at the centre of the sphere. A 
sample stub is shown in Figs. 2.1.2 (a), (b). The sample manipulator (Kratos 
XYZ- 0) is used primarily in the sample insertion operation, although it does 
allow for small movements of the sample during analysis if required.
Directly in front of the sample sits the ion optic assembly. The first optic 
and the sample stub comprise the 'ion source' region, Fig. 2.1.3. The ion optics 
were designed by Dr. M. Towrie (Departmental Research Fellow). Only ions 
created within a certain region of the ion source are extracted into the mass 
spectrometer, this is called the 'acceptance volume'.
The acceptance volume was measured using resonance ionization of
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background organic impurities in the vacuum (to be discussed more fully in 
Chapter 3), Figs. 2.1.4 (a), (b). The form shown in (a) arises from the action 
of both low and high energy filters in the mass spectrometer, discussed in 
detail below. The asymmetric and off-centre form shown in (b) is thought to 
be due to a slight misalignment between the ion optic assembly and the rest of 
the mass spectrometer.
The mass spectrometer (MS) works on the time-of-flight (TOF) 
principle. Ions created during the ionizing pulse within the source region 
receive (approximately) equal kinetic energies from the static electric field. 
The ion optics extract ions from the source region into a field-free drift tube. 
In the drift tube, ions separate out in time according to their charge/mass ratio. 
Hence the mass spectmm of ions created can be obtained by measuring the 
relative arrival times at the detector. Ideally, ions would be created 
instantaneously, within an infinitesimal volume and would have equal 
(preferably zero) kinetic energies. In practice, none of these conditions are 
met, and the mass resolution is restricted. The major resolution limiting factor 
for all laser and SIMS based TOF systems is the spread in initial kinetic 
energies of the ions.
To help overcome this limitation, the Kratos machine employs a 
commercial MReflectronM electrostatic mirror [159] (Cambridge Mass 
Spectrometers (CMS), Cambridge, UK), Plate 1. This largely compensates for 
the spread in kinetic energies of ions leaving the source region by focussing the 
ions temporally at the detector. Briefly, high energy ions penetrate deeper into 
the reflecting fields, and hence must travel further, than ions of a lower 
energy. The field gradients within the electrostatic mirror can be arranged to 
focus the arrival times of ions at the detector.
The CMS Reflectron requires only two external voltages to be supplied: a 
’reflect’ voltage, applied to the final grid in the mirror, and a ’retard' voltage, 
applied to a grid near the top of the mirror stack. An internal resistor chain
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sets the relative potentials of the remaining eighteen plate electrodes. The 
reflect voltage sets an upper energy limit for reflection of ions. The Reflectron 
therefore acts as a very efficient high energy filter: ions created at potentials 
greater than the reflect voltage pass through the rear grid and are grounded on 
the earthed back plate. This provides a high degree of suppression for ions 
generated in the atomization process whilst still retaining high transmission for 
RIMS ions, which are created in a region of lower field potential. For a given 
reflect voltage, the retard voltage determines the degree of energy 
compensation attainable with the Reflectron and hence the overall mass 
resolution.
Defining the mass resolution to be R=M/AM,where AM is the FWHM of 
the peak at mass M, then a conventional Wiley-McLaren type TOF system (no 
energy compensation) [160] will typically have R-200 and a Reflectron system 
R-2000 [161]. The CMS Reflectron is designed for optimal transmission of 
ions with energy 3.5keV. At this energy a ^ C a  RIMS ion had a measured 
flight time of ~30jis and a time FWHM of ~30ns, giving a mass resolution of 
R=500 (the factor of 1/2 arising from the quadratic dependence between mass 
and flight time). This comparatively low value was due to the combination of 
the large resonant laser beam diameter (0-1 mm) and the high extract field 
(~300V/cm) typically employed in this work. (The attainable resolution is at 
present limited to R-1000 by the temporal resolution (10ns) of the data 
acquisition electronics, discussed below, and by the pulse length (10ns) of the 
resonant lasers.) This sharp ion pulse led to problems with electrical ringing at 
the detector output. It was found that it was possible to achieve the same 
resolution at reduced voltage levels in the MS, with longer ion flight times and 
proportionally greater peak widths, ~60jis and ~60ns, respectively. This 
reduced the degree of ringing at the detector output and hence it was decided to 
run the MS at a reduced voltage of lkV.
The reduction in operating voltage for the MS was only possible through
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the use of a device known as an 'electrostatic particle guide' (EPG) [162]. This 
consists of a length of fine wire, strung along most of the ion flight path and 
held at a small negative potential (~-6V). This provides a degree of correction 
for radial dispersion of the ion packet. With the Reflectron at its design 
operating voltage it was possible to enhance the ion transmission by at least a 
factor of two through use of the EPG. At the lower MS voltage used 
throughout this work almost no ion signal was detected without the EPG in use, 
but almost the full ion signal amplitude could be recovered through applying a 
potential to the wire.
The system's ability to measure the mass of an ion peak was calibrated 
using the extended, regular mass spectrum obtained from carbon clusters 
formed in the laser ablation of a graphite sample, (to be more fully discussed in 
Chapter 3). The results are shown in Fig. 2.1.5. The carbon clusters give clear, 
known mass peaks from 12amu to over 2000amu. Experimental masses were 
calculated assuming a simple quadratic dependence between mass and time of 
flight, and an offset correction factor. Hence, at least two mass peaks must be — 
assigned to calculate the two unknowns. A simple routine has been 
incorporated into the data analysis software to perform this calculation for any 
two specified peaks, and to scale the spectrum accordingly. For the data shown, 
peaks at masses 12amu and 132amu, respectively, were utilized. The results 
show good linearity over a large mass range. The calculated mass accuracy is 
relatively poor at higher masses through limited precision in the calculated 
extrapolation from the lower mass region, this being defined by the resolution 
of the mass peaks. Greater accuracy could be achieved by using more than two 
assigned mass peaks and applying a least-squares fitting procedure to extract 
the required constants.
Early tests on the MS, in all modes of operation, showed large 
background ion signals with little obvious time structure. These were 
identified as low energy ions resulting from 'signal ions' scattering , and
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initiating secondary ion emission, from the grids in the Reflectron. This 
background was largely eliminated by placing a further grid immediately in 
front of the detector, held at a potential just below that of the signal ions, to act 
as a low energy filter.
Ions must pass through an effective total of four grids, each of 90% 
transmission, in travelling through the MS. This sets an upper limit on the ion 
transmission of -60%.
The ion detector is a dual channel electron multipier array (CEMA) [163] 
(Galileo 3025-10V, Galileo Electro-Optics Corp., MA, USA). This has a 
specified, quantum detection efficiency of >40% for low energy ions and a 
current gain of xlO7. Into a matched 500 load impedance, the FWHM of the 
output electron current pulse is specified to be <lns, which should give rise to 
a voltage pulse amplitude of >80mV [163]. On first use (January,1988), the 
single ion amplitude was measured at 6mV. This was thought to be partly due 
to exposure of the CEMA to air during system assembly and also due to the 
lack of impedance matching between the detector anode and the matched 500 
cable system employed for the data acquisition electronics. Considerable 
ringing and pulse overshoot were apparent for large ion pulses. The single ion 
amplitude decreased with time over the several months of machine operation. 
By March, 1989 single ions were not readily apparent above the noise floor of 
lmV. A further problem was only realized towards the end of this 
investigation. The CEMA was supplied with biasing as shown in Fig. 2.1.6 (a). 
The lack of bias between the rear plate of the CEMA and the collector anode is 
believed to have resulted in reproducibility problems, particularly with 
isotope ratio measurements, this will be discussed more fully in Chapter 5. 
After some experimentation, the wiring scheme shown in Fig. 2.1.6 (b) was 
adopted, initial results suggesting a marked improvement.
The detector and low energy filter assembly is shown in Plate 2. The dual 
CEMA is visible as a thin wafer in the centre of the plate, the filter is mounted
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directly in front of the detector. The earthed plate above the detector provides 
a screen against stray ions in the drift tube. The fine EPG wire is just visible to 
the right of the filter.
The main chamber is pumped by a large oil diffusion pump (Edwards 
Difstak 160/7001S'1, Edwards High Vacuum, Crawley, UK) fitted with a liquid 
nitrogen cold trap, and by a titanium sublimation pump (Kratos XSAM-800). 
A turbomolecular pump (Edwards ETP6/2001s_1) is fitted to the drift tube. 
Vacuum pressure is monitored by an ionization gauge (Kratos VC-22 IG) in 
the main chamber. The system routinely operates at a base pressure of below 
10"9 torr, the limit of the vacuum gauge.
(2) Atomization source
The sample material can be atomized either through ion sputtering or 
laser ablation.
(i) Ion sputtering
The system is fitted with a MiniBeam 2 Ion Gun (Kratos MB-2). This is
designed to deliver a d.c. current (<30pA) of gas ions (usually argon) into a
small spot (<lxlm m 2) at energies of up to 5keV. The gun has no provision for
rejection of energetic neutral or contaminant ionic species at the output.
For use on the TOF system it was necessary to devise a method of pulsing
the gun’s output. The method most frequently employed to achieve this is on
other ion gun models is to sweep a d.c. beam acros a narrow aperture [164]. 
The small dimensions of the gun’s lens stack and the limited gun-to-sample 
distance (<5cm) did not allow this to be done here. Instead, it was decided to 
pulse the ion formation process within the gun itself [165]. The gun’s ion
source region is shown in Fig. 2.2.1. Ion formation was modulated by applying
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Fig. 2.2.1 Kratos Minibeam-2 Ion Gun source region
Fig. 2.2.2 Voltage pulse and relative electrode potentials _
(Where: E0 is the ion beam energy; VEXT the extract potential;
Vpjl the filament potential and VGRID the potential of the grid)
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a voltage pulse between the grid and the filament. The voltage pulse and die 
relative potentials of the various electrodes are shown in Fig. 2.2.2. The circuit 
used to generate the pulse is given in Fig. 2.2.3. The resulting current pulse is 
mirrored in the shape of the TOF-SIMS peak, shown for aluminium in Fig. 
2.2.4. The long tail indicates a large spread in kinetic energies for the ions 
leaving the gun's ion source. This is thought to be due to two main reasons; a 
large extract volume (defined by the extract potential and the grid potential) 
and scattering of ions by the high residual neutral gas pressure.
The d.c. ion current from the gun was measured by floating an ammeter 
between the sample stub and the high voltage power supply providing the 
electrical bias for the sample stub. It was possible to obtain up to 50jiA of 
current from the gun into a spot size of ~5mm2, see below. The pulsed ion 
current could be monitored using the capacitor de-coupling arrangement 
shown in Fig. 2.2.5. For pulse lengths > 2 jlls it was possible to achieve ~5pA 
pulses. However, the current amplitude diminished rapidly for shorter pulse 
lengths. For the narrowest pulses obtained (~0.5|is), the current pulse was 
barely visible, indicating an amplitude of ~l|iA.
Workers at CMS have shown that it is possible to achieve very short pulses 
(<60ns) with a similar gun by lowering the gas pressup and by fine tuning the 
source voltages [166]. Unfortunately, these adjustments lead to a much reduced 
current amplitude (<lpA) and were consequently not utilized in this work.
The gun suffered from reliability problems, particularly at higher 
operating voltages. It was therefore necessary to operate the gun at reduced 
energy (<3.5keV) for reliable operation to be achieved.
With the ion gun running, the working pressure in the system rose to
~5xl O-8 torr.
The gun is designed for operation normal to the sample surface, with an 
earthed sample and a gun to sample distance of 1". In such a configuration the 
beam shape is specified to be circular with a diameter of <lmm. In the Kratos
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machine the gun's lens stack is at 45° to the sample, the distance to the sample 
is 2" and the sample is typically held at +lkV, with a field gradient of 300V/cm 
extending to the first optic. These less than optimal conditions led to an 
approximately elliptical spot shape, with area ~5mm2.
(ifi Laser ablation
A Q-switched Nd:YAG laser was also available for sample atomization 
(Quantel YG585, Quantel, Cedex, France). The fundamental 1.06jim radiation 
and its first three harmonics (532, 355, 266nm) were each available. The laser 
is specified to have a TEMqq beam, which is ideal for ablation purposes. 
However, this was found not to be the case in routine operation. Several 
distinct hot-spots were observed in the spatial profile (as measured on 
photographic bum-paper) and these were noted to be time varying. To 
overcome this problem a ceramic disc diaphragm was inserted into the laser 
oscillator cavity. This modification also reduced the total available power by a 
factor of three in the fundamental, to -lOOmJ. The ouput power at 1.06jim was 
measured to have a pulse to pulse variation of + 5% and a mean drift of ±6% 
over an hour of operation. The harmonic generating crystals were not 
temperature stabilized and this led to drifts in the output power of the 
harmonics, particularly so for the third and the fourth. Throughout most of 
this programme of work the fundamental output was preferred for its greater 
stability. The pulse length is specified to be 15ns. The laser head incorporates a 
simple optical variable attenuator to allow for precise adjustments of the 
output power. The ablation spot size and position on the sample were adjusted 
using a quartz lens of focal length 50cm.
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(3) Tunable lasers and optical system
The complete optical system is shown in Fig. 2.3.1. Two pulsed, tunable 
dye lasers (Spectron SL4000, Spectron Laser Systems, Rugby, UK) are 
available, both pumped by harmonics generated in a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser 
(Spectron SL2Q+SL3A). The first (’blue') dye laser is pumped at 355nm and 
covers the wavelength range from 380nm to 750nm. The second (’red’) laser is 
pumped at 532nm and covers from 550nm to 750nm. In each case the longer 
wavelength limit being defined by the mechanical scan mechanism in the laser 
head. Both lasers consist of an oscillator cell cavity and either one or two 
amplifier cells. The lasers are specified to deliver >20mJ/pulse in the red and 
>10mJ/pulse in the blue, in a pulse length of 12ns and with a linewidth of 
0.1cm-1 (3GHz). The temporal profile of a dye pulse was measured using a fast 
photodiode (ITL TF1850, Instrument Technology Ltd., Hastings, UK) 
monitored on a fast (high bandwidth) oscilloscope (Tektronix 7904/7A24, 
Tektronix, ORE, USA), Figs. 2.3.2 (a), (b). The output polarisation is linear.
The red laser was relatively easy to operate and routinely delivered 
lOmJ/pulse. The blue laser, however, proved to be extremely awkward to 
work with, it frequently taking many hours to achieve laser action at all. The 
blue laser typically delivered clmJ/pulse. Pulse energies were measured using 
calibrated joulemeters (<lmJ, Molectron J-09, Molectron Detector Corp., CA, 
USA; >lmJ, Gentec ED200 , Gentec, Ottawa, Canada). The spectral output of 
the blue laser was discovered to be less than pure laser emission with quantities 
of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) being produced at all times. This will 
be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
Each dye laser has an independent wavelength scan control box. These 
allow a target wavelength and a scan speed to be specified. The lasers are 
specified to have a high degree of scan linearity and precise resetability. Early
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tests showed that both lasers failed to meet specification in both respects, 
illustrated in Fig. 2.3.3. The figure shows two consecutive wavelength scans 
monitored on a hollow cathode lamp, allowance was made for 'backlash' 
between the scans. The manufacturers affected some degreee of improvement 
by rebuilding the scan mechanisms in the laser heads. The problem does, 
however, appear to have resurfaced over the last few months of laser use. 
Wavelength stability was measured to have a thermal drift coefficient of 
+0.2cm_1/°C.
An autotracking frequency-doubling unit (Inrad J-12 "Autotracker", 
Interactive Radiation Inc., NJ, USA) was also available for the generation of 
tunable UV radiation (280-370nm).
The laser wavelength was calibrated by monitoring the optogalvanic 
effect (OGE) signal from a Uranium/Argon hollow-cathode lamp (Juniper 
4165, Spectronic Services, Leeds, UK) and comparing this with standard 
reference tables [167-170]. The power supply provided with the lamp was 
somewhat 'rudimentary', outputting large amounts of electrical noise. This 
was rebuilt and satifactory operation obtained.
The laser beams were steered into the MS using right-angled quartz 
prisms. When two or more colours were required, the beams were combined 
using dichroic mirrors (Newport Dichroic Edge-Filters, Newport Corp., CA, 
USA). Purity of linear polarisation was ensured through use of a high quality 
polarising cube (Newport 10FC16PB.3) positioned immediately before the 
MS. The polarisation could be changed to circular by inserting a Fresnel 
rhomb (Spindler and Hoyer 33-7852, Gottingen, West Germany) after the 
linear polariser. The beams were focussed into the chamber with a quartz lens 
of focal length 40cm. This was mounted on a precision X-Y translation stage to 
allow the beam positions to be moved precisely within the ion source region. 
Largely through reflective losses, typically less than half of the power 
generated at the laser output was delivered to the source region. The beam
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intensity could be varied using a precision variable optical attenuator 
(Newport 935-5).
(4) Data Acquisition and Control Electronics
The data acquisition (datac) system is required to measure and process 
transient ionization signals from the MS and to monitor other experimental 
parameters (eg. laser power) on a pulse to pulse basis. The control electronics 
system is required to synchronize the firing of the pulsed atomization source 
and the ionizing lasers, and provide status and timing signals to the datac 
system. The system runs under custom software control from an IBM-PC 
compatible computer. This 'communicates' with the datac and control systems 
via a GPIB bus. The complete system is shown in Fig. 2.4.1, a detailed 
discussion of each sub-section is given below.
(i) Data Acquisition
The system is built around two commercial CAMAC units: a LeCroy 
2261 transient recorder and a LeCroy 2259 multichannel ADC (LeCroy, 
Spring Valley, NY, USA). The technology of transient recorders is discussed 
in Stults et al [171]. The performance of transient recorder based datac systems 
for isotope ratio measurements with pulsed ion currents (as encountered in this 
woik) have been investigated by Simons [90] and Fassett et al [172].
The 2261 transient recorder is used to measure the pulsed ion signal from 
the mass spectrometer. The input of the 2261 was configured to accept signals 
in the range -1.9V to +0.1V. The ion signal from the detector could be either 
amplified (LeCroy VV100B Pre-amp) or attenuated (Hatfield precision 50Q 
attenuator LE10/50, Hatfield Instruments, Plymouth, UK) to match this range. 
The preamp has excellent noise and linearity performance but displays poor
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overdrive characteristics: input pulses of amplitude >25QmV give rise to a 
large and extended overshoot. The 2261 uses a custom charge coupled device 
array to store a transient event. The array has 640 time bins, the width of each 
being set by the period of a clock oscillator. Two clock rates were routinely 
employed: 20MHz, giving 50ns time bins, and 100MHz, giving 10ns time bins. 
The total measured ’time-window' is thus 32jis for 20MHz, and 6.4ps for 
100MHz. The stored charge in each bin is digitized by an 11-bit ADC, giving at 
best lmV resolution over the 2V input range. For this work the 2261 was used 
as an analogue current integrator, although simple changes to the computer 
software control (discussed below) should allow it to perform in a digital pulse 
counting mode. Using an electronic test pulse and precision variable 
attenuator, the effective dynamic range of the ion signal measurement chain 
(pre-amp, transient recorder, computer analysis) was measured to be >60dB, 
Fig.2.4.2 (a) (plot (b) will be discussed below). Using the circuit shown in 
Fig.2.4.3 (a), the precision and stability of the measurement chain for isotope 
ratio measurements was measured to be better than ±0.5% for an ’isotope 
ratio' of forty. A sample output from this measurement is given in Fig. 2.4.3 
(b). The 2261 has an inherent noise level of ~3mV and displayed a significant 
baseline drift with time, these points will de discussed in detail in section (iii), 
below. The 2261 cannot be used independently in a CAMAC crate since it does 
not generate the crucial "LAM interrupt". The 2259 ADC is used to set LAM, 
and hence must always be gated even if not otherwise required.
The 2259 ADC has 12 peak-sensitive input channels sharing a common 
gate input (ie. all input peaks must overlap within the gate period, typically 
lfxs). The 2259 has an input range of 0 to -2V, an 11-bit ADC, and hence an 
effective resolution of lmV. Typically only two channels were used, 
monitoring resonant laser power and OGE intensity. Standard nuclear 
spectroscopy amplifiers were used to shape and delay the required joulemeter 
and hollow-cathode pulses.
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fir) Control Electronics
The datac sequence is initiated by a start signal from the computer. A 
series of logic units and gate-and-delay generators then automatically trigger 
the atomization pulse and the ionization laser. An independent ’trigger control 
box' was designed and built to deliver the numerous pulses required to fire the 
two laser systems in precise synchronicity. Standard digital techniques are used 
to generate the fixed timing delays. The critical timing delay between the 
firing of the Q-switches of the two lasers is set by a precision analogue 
monostable. Timing gates for the 2259 and the 2261 are generated by a 
precision delay generator (SRS DG535, Stanford Research Systems Inc., CA, 
USA) triggered from a fast photodiode. As will be discussed in greater detail 
below, it was found to be necessary to correct for the baseline of the 2261 on a 
pulse to pulse basis. To achieve this, the computer software was set to run at 
20Hz and a special flip-flop circuit was designed and built to trigger the lasers 
at their required 10Hz rate, and to deliver a ’dummy’ trigger to the datac 
timing electronics.
The system should continue to cycle in this closed loop for as long as the 
computer generates a series of start pulses. However, the system has some 
intermittent fault at work: periodically (every 10k shots or so) the cycle 
'stalls'. This is thought to be due to a fault in the interface between the CAMAC 
modules and the computer. It was decided to avoid this problem by 
incorporating a 'fail-safe' unit into the loop. This is designed to sense that the 
cycle has stalled, clear the 2261 and generate a dummy trigger to reinitiate the 
cycle. This works well, the system will now run reliably for any length of 
measurement.
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(iii) Computer and Software
The computer is required to initiate the datac cycle and collect, analyze 
and display (on line) data from the 2259 and 2261 units. Two main Fortran 
programs were developed: SPEC, for laser spectroscopy investigations; and 
READ2261 for mass spectrometry. Control signals are sent to, and data 
received from the CAMAC unit (LeCroy 8901-A) and the SRS digital delay 
generator via a GPIB bus (NIGPIB-PC 2A, National Instruments, TX, USA). 
The core of each program consists of a series of GPIB interface calls. Some 
high-level subroutines from the LeCroy CATALYST software suite were also 
utilized. Display routines are from the HALO graphics kernel package (Media 
Cybernetics, MD, USA).
Obtaining accurate data from the 2261 proved to be rather onerous. The 
measured value from each time-bin must be corrected against the baseline 
value for this individual time-bin (equivalent to a d.c. offset). At first this 
baseline value was measured only once at the start of an experimental run. It 
was later noticed that the baseline was subject not only to random noise 
fluctuations, as expected, but also to large drifts over the course of a 
measurement. This problem has largely been eliminated by correcting each 
time-bin on a pulse to pulse basis, hence the flip-flop arrangement discussed 
above. Use of this technique also uncovered another subtlety in the 226l ’s 
behaviour. The unit is highly temperature sensitive, to the extent that great 
care must be taken to ensure that the unit is addressed at as near a constant rate 
as possible. A timing difference of 1ms between data ('flip') and baseline 
(’flop') loops in the READ2261 program being readily apparent in a baseline 
shift.
For each laser pulse, the program SPEC stores the integrated ion signal 
over a specified interval of the time spectrum read from the 2261 (eg. over the 
Ca40 peak) and also any chosen ADC channels. Hence, as the laser wavelength 
is scanned (independently) a laser spectroscopy spectrum is recorded. In
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principle, several ion peaks can simultaneously be monitored.
READ2261 lets the system perform very much as a digital storage 
oscilloscope in ’summation' mode. Each complete 2261 spectrum is read into a 
summation buffer for a specified number of shots- typically several thousand 
laser pulses. The program can also communicate, over the GPIB interface, 
with the SRS delay generator. This allows the time position of the spectrum to 
be scanned, and hence a picture of the entire mass spectrum to be built up.
The programs allow for an optional 'software discriminator' to be used, 
in principle giving an improved signal to noise ratio. Care must be exercised in 
using this facility: the combination of baseline noise and a discriminator can 
give rise to low level non-linearities. This point is illustrated in Fig.2.4.2 (b). 
This facility should really only be employed when the single ion amplitude is at 
least twice the noise level.
Once stored, data can be further analyzed and hard-copy obtained using 
various custom programs. In paricular, a large and sophisticated software 
suite, PLOT, has been developed by Mr.P.T.McCombes (SERC postgraduate 
student) to analyze mass spectra in a 'user-friendly environment'. PLOT 
performs the time to mass scaling of spectra (as discussed above) and gives 
quantitative peak area analysis. The signal intensity for a mass peak was 
measured by integrating over the peak width, equivalent to analogue current 
integration. This required a degree of subjective assessment, particularly when 
peak shapes were corrupted by electrical ringing, and consequently 
contributed to measurement imprecision:
3. Preliminary Investigations
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This chapter will detail some of the preliminary investigations carried 
out on the Kratos Machine. The purpose of these early experiments was 
largely to determine optimal operating parameters for the instrument for 
both analytic and spectroscopic investigations.
(1) Background Laser Ionization
Much of the early work in the LIS Group at Glasgow focussed on the 
laser ionization of trace organic impurities within vacuum systems. The 
doctoral thesis of M. Towrie [175] provides an in-depth review of this field. 
These early investigations yielded two major results of great importance to 
ultra-trace RIMS analysis. Firstly, in even the cleanest of UHV systems, 
there always exists a partial pressure of aromatic hydrocarbon impurity 
gases, primarily phenol and toluene [176]. (The recent results of Marshall et 
al (1990) [236] suggest that aniline may also be a significant contaminant.) 
The presence of plastic materials inside of the vacuum system or the use of 
synthetic oil diffusion pumps can significantly increase the levels of such 
contaminants. Secondly, aromatic hydrocarbons can be ionized with very 
high efficiency using UV radiation (<300nm) in a one photon resonant, two 
photon ionization process ("1+1"). The frequency quadrupled output from a 
Nd:YAG laser (266nm) has been shown to be a particularly effective 
ionizing wavelength, lying close to a major resonance for the aromatic 
structure. For low laser fluences (<100pJ/mm2) it is possible to obtain — 
parent ion molecular peaks (eg. at 92 amu for toluene), but at higher
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fluences (>100pJ/mm2) extensive fragmentation takes place, giving rise to 
ions at many masses below that of the parent [176, 236].
The implications for RIMS analyses using high intensity UV radiation 
are quite clear, ultimately the attainable sensitivity will be limited by isobaric 
interferences arising from laser ionization of hydrocarbon impurities present 
in the vacuum system. This problem has indeed been encountered by Fassett 
and co-workers in their analyses of I [177], Re and Os [6 6 ].
From a pragmatic, experimental point of view, background ionization 
can be put to good use, providing a source of free neutrals, with uniform 
spatial distribution throughout the ion source region, at the expense of no 
effort from the user! Thus, an ion signal could be generated in the Kratos 
Machine simply by introducing a tightly focussed beam at 266nm into the 
source region. This simple process is the way in which the mass 
spectrometer's acceptance volume was mapped out (see Chapter 2).
As mentioned above, the use of high intensity UV laser beams can give 
rise to extensive fragmentation of the impurity hydrocarbons, the mass 
spectrum obtained from the Kratos Machine is shown in Fig. 3.1.1 (a). The 
bacl^round pressure in the system was clxlO"^ torr. Clearly some large 
hydrocarbon species is constituent within the vacuum, the most likely 
candidates being the oils used in the rotary and diffusion pumps. The 
diffusion pump oil, tradename "Santovac" (C.V.C., Rochester, N.Y.,
U.S.A.), has the chemical structure of a poly-phenyl ether, Fig. 3.1.1 (b), 
comprising a long chain of aromatic groups, an ideal candidate for 
fragmentation under UV irradiation.
(2) Pulsed Ion Gun Results
The basic Kratos Minibeam ion gun, and the modifications made to 
allow pulsed operation, have already been described in Chapter 2. Several
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major difficulties were immediately encountered in operating the ion gun. 
Reliability was poor even at reduced operating voltages (3.5kV cf. the 
specified 5kV), electrical sparks and arcing necessitating frequent major 
rebuilds of much of the electronic circuitry. The need to mn at a reduced 
voltage in turn led to a poor primary ion beam spot size on the sample 
surface. Using a sample made from a mixture of graphite and calcium 
carbonate, spot sizes were estimated from the fluorescence clearly visible 
from the sample surface with the gun raping in continuous mode (see 
Chapter 5 for details of the sample preparation). The best spot size and shape 
achieved was roughly elliptical, with length ~4mm, width ~2mm, and an 
estimated area of ~5mm2.
With the mass spectrometer set to transmit ions generated at the sample 
surface, it was possible to obtain crude time-of-flight SIMS spectra, an 
example from the graphite/calcium carbonate sample is shown in Fig. 3.2.1. 
The observed ion signal was low, but quite usable. Clearly the mass 
resolution was limited by the temporal width of the ion sputter pulse, the 
individual calcium isotopes could not be resolved.
Attempts to generate a signal using laser postionization of sputtered 
neutrals met, however, with only limited success. The first experiment 
attempted, involved using the ion gun in d.c. mode to sputter rubidium atoms 
from a RbCl sample. A blue postionization laser was then scanned over the 
wavelength range 415-430nm. With the transient recorder gate set to cover 
the mass range 85-87amu (i.e. both Rb isotopes), the mass spectrum shown 
in Fig. 3.2.2 was obtained. However, when the ion gun was pulsed, only the 
most tenuous of signals were observed. Both resonant and non-resonant 
lasers were used, a wide range of delay times and relative beam positions 
were tried, and both rubidium and calcium samples were investigated. This 
disappointing result is thought to be due to both the low primary ion beam 
current intensity (and the consequent low density of sputtered neutrals
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available for post-ionization) and the low geometric overlap between the 
ionization lasers and the sputtered plume. The poor reliability of the gun 
severely limited attempts to improve upon these results.
In direct comparison, it was found to be relatively straightforward to 
generate large laser postionization signals when utilizing laser ablation as the 
atomization technique. In light of these observations, further development 
effort with the Minibeam gun on the Kratos Machine was not felt to be 
warranted and all subsequent experiments were conducted utilizing laser 
ablation. (In a separate series of experiments, Mr. C.J. McLean of the LIS 
group has obtained good experimental RIMS data using a similar ion gun. 
The high reliability of this particular gun has allowed a systematic 
programme of instrument optimization to be carried out, with consequent 
benefits in measurement capability.)
(3) Laser Ablation Studies
From an experimental standpoint, laser ablation has several very great 
strengths as an atomization technique. With readily achievable intensities, 
sufficient ions are generated in the ablation process to generate a mass 
spectrum. An example of such a 'LIMA' spectrum is shown in Fig.3.3.1, the 
ablation wavelength was 1.06pm, the fluence ~5mJ/mm2, and the sample 
again was the graphite/calcium carbonate mixture. The short pulse length of 
the ablation laser (~10ns) allows high mass resolution to be achieved 
routinely, giving clear isotopic identification. This ability to generate such 
high quality spectra, without the added complexity of postioinzation lasers, 
was found to be most useful in setting up the instrument.
A series of experiments was conducted to determine various important 
parameters of the ablation process, and consequently how best to harness
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laser ablation as an atomization source for RIMS. For all of these 
measurements a simple calcium metal sample was used, again see Chapter 5 
for sample preparation details. For all measurements, the ablation beam 
struck the sample surface at an angle of -45° to the normal.
a .
( Subsequent to these early measurements, much further research into the 
laser ablation process has been carried out in the LIS group, some of these 
results have been reported in McCombes et al 1990, [178].)
(i) Ion and Neutral Yield Variations with Ablation Fluence
The first and simplest experiment to be carried out ,was to investigate 
the change in the LIMA ion signal as the laser ablation fluence was varied. 
An ablation wavelength of 1.06jim was used, with a spot size of 1mm2, as 
defined by an aperture in the beam path, and with a simple aluminium metal 
sheet as a sample. Laser pulse energy was measured with a calibrated Gentec 
joulemeter. The results are shown in Fig. 3.3.2(a). The signal intensity is 
observed to level off at a fluence of ~2mJ/mm2 (corresponding to a flux of 
2xl07 W/cm2), far below the levels typically employed for LIMA analysis 
(IQlO W/cm2). At saturation fluences, the time-of-flight spectrum was 
observed to be degraded, with severe peak broadening and instability being 
evident. This is thought to be due to the space charge effect generated by the 
large number of LIMA ions created at higher ablation fluences.That is, the 
same absolute number of ions can be created at lower fluences with large 
spot sizes as with intense, tightly focussed beams.
The mass spectrometer was then set to reject LIMA ions and to accept 
the lower energy postionization ions (reflect potential < sample potential). It 
was, however, noted that it was possible for a significant LIMA signal to 
'break through' for ablation fluences >2mJ/mm2. This would seem to 
corroborate the idea that the observed LIMA saturation is due to a space 
charge effect. A dense electron cloud in front of the sample will reduce the
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effective potential that positive ions are accelerated through, and 
consequently lower the kinetic energy of the ions.
Ablated, neutral aluminium atoms were then postionized using the 
fourth harmonic (266nm) of the Spectron NdrYAG laser, the results are 
shown in Fig. 3.3.2 (b). The RIMS data is observed to saturate at a lower 
fluence level, ~lmJ/mm2, than observed for the LIMA data. For ablation 
fluences >lmJ/mm2, the time-of-flight spectrum obtained with postionization 
of ablated neutrals was observed to become distorted and unstable.
The experiment was then repeated with a calcium metal sample. A blue 
laser beam was introduced into the source region to effect resonance 
ionization of laser ablated neutral calcium atoms. The blue beam passed 
parallel to the sample surface, at a distance of ~2mm, with a time delay of 
~2|is, and was loosely focussed. Broadband amplified spontaneous emission 
(ASE) excited the first transition, with the laser emission being tuned to a 
further bound-bound transition and thence photoionizing this upper excited 
state (see Chapter 4). The variation in RIMS intensity with laser ablation 
fluence was then measured, see Fig 3.3.3, with a close similarity to the 
aluminium results being observed. With the calcium sample and an ablation 
fluence of ~lmJ/mm2, it was possible to obtain RIMS ion signals several 
hundred times more intense than obtainable with LIMA, see Chapter 5.
These data sets suggested that an ablation fluence of between one and 
four (mJ/mm2), for a 1mm2 ablation spot size, would be optimal for RIMS 
analyses with the Kratos Machine.
(ii) Energy Distribution of Ablated Neutrals
In the above experiment, the delay time between ablation laser and 
ionization laser pulses was set at = 2 j i s , the value which gave rise to the 
greatest signal intensity. The effect of varying this delay time was then 
investigated. The experimental arrangement remained similar to that noted
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above, with the following exceptions. The resonant laser beam was tightly 
focussed, giving rise to a stable, close to saturation, ion signal. Measurements 
were made for ablation wavelengths of 355nm, 532nm and 1064nm. The 
fluence was adjusted for each wavelength to give similar absolute ion signal 
intensities, values were typically 1—> 2mJ/mm2. The results are shown in 
Fig. 3.3.4, the theoretical curves fitted to the data will be discussed below. 
Within experimental uncertainty, the distribution is observed to be 
independent of wavelength. The distribution has a maximum at ~2ps, and 
more than 80% of the plume is contained within a 4p,s 'window1 around the 
peak. This would suggest that a high geometric overlap is attainable with 
quite moderate resonant laser beam diameters (~4mm).
The data was analyzed by Dr. R.P. Singhal of the LIS group. A 
computer model, based on the analysis of Chen and Yeung (1988) [179], was 
developed to predict the temporal and spatial distribution of ablated neutrals. 
The model requires as input, the mass of the element of interest, the velocity 
distribution of neutrals perpendicular to the sample surface and a plume 
expansion coefficient, a. The theoretical curve obtained assuming a 
Maxwellian velocity distribution at the boiling point of calcium (1758K) and 
with a=o is given by the solid curve in Fig. 3.3.4. Using the measured 
expansion coefficient, #=0.075, (see next section) the fit to data improves 
dramatically, shown by the solid curve in Fig.3.3.4. Whilst this excellent fit 
may be fortuitous, it would seem to provide firm evidence that the laser 
ablation is largely a thermal evaporation process for the parameters 
employed in these experiments.
{The basic physical processes involved in laser ablation are known to 
change with the ablation intensity [176, 180]. Below ~108 W/cm2 the process 
is largely a simple thermal effect, with ablated material simply evaporating 
from the sample surface- as observed above. For higher intensities the 
process becomes much more complicated; a shock-wave can be created in the
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sample, leading to the formation of a high density, hot plasma from which 
sample material is ejected [173]. Measurements on the ’temperatures' 
associated with the ablation plume provide a method by which to probe the 
basic ablation process. Quite different results have been reported in the 
literature. Nogar et al [60] used 1.06pm pulses, with an intensity of ~108 
W/cm2, to ablate tantalum metal from a filament held at a base temperature 
of 1500K. They reported the following temperatures (see Chapter 1), 
internal, between 1500K and 2000K, hydrodynamic, 8500K, and thermal, 
450K (the boiling point of Ta is -5700K). Evidently, a process far from 
thermodynamic equilibrium. Beekman and Callcott [59] used 1.06pm pulses 
to ablate samarium with an intensity of ~109 W/cm2. They found the 
following temperatures, internal, -1640K, hydrodynamic, -1240K, and, 
thermal, -1200K (boiling point for Sm, -2200K).}
For the low ablation intensities achievable with the present set-up of the 
Kratos Machine, the neutral yield will initially be skewed towards more 
volatile elements in the sample, giving a distinct bias for surface analyses. 
However, for a bulk analysis, the ablation products will reach a steady-state 
equilibrium accurately reflecting the bulk composition (in much the same 
way as is found for the varying elemental sputter yields in SIMS analysis).
At the much higher ablation intensities used in pure LIMA analysis, all 
elements can be vapourized with very high efficiency, leaving the variation 
in ionization efficiency and matrix effects to skew the results.}
(iii) Expansion of the Laser Ablation Plume
In order to estimate the beam spot sizes, for both ablation and ionization 
lasers, which would give optimal geometric overlaps, it was necessary to 
understand the way in which the ablation plume expanded as it moved away 
from the sample surface. Several authors have reported such measurements 
[179,181], but generally for conditions quite different to those of relevance
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to this series of experiments. Dr. M. Towrie devised a simple method by 
which to determine the rate of plume expansion for the experimental 
parameters relevant to our investigations, see Fig.3.3.6. The ablation spot 
size was defined to be a circle with diameter 1mm by a circular aperture 
placed in the beam path. A glass plate was held parallel to the sample surface 
at a distance of 10mm. After several thousand laser shots, at an ablation 
fluence of ~5mJ/mm2, a circular deposit of calcium metal could be observed 
to have been ablated onto the glass slide. This deposit was examined under a 
travelling microscope, a series of concentric rings (interference fringes) 
being observed. From the dimensions of the outermost ring, the transverse 
veocity of the plume expansion was estimated to be -0.075 that of the 
normal velocity (i.e an expansion coefficient of, a=0.075). In other words, at 
the ablation fluences employed here, neutrals leave the sample surface in the 
form of a well collimated atomic beam (normal temperature =1758K, 
transverse temperature =28K). This has several important consequences. 
Firstly, an ablation spot size of - 1mm diameter should optimally Till’ the 
acceptance volume of the mass spectrometer, see Fig. 2.1.4. The geometrical 
overlap between the plume and the resonant laser beams should remain high 
up to quite large distances from the sample, which should be beneficial to the 
efficient rejection of LIMA ions. Finally, the Doppler width of spectral 
lines, Avd  in the plume can be calculated from,
For 40Ca in the ablation plume (and transverse excitation) this gives a 
low value of ~430MHz (to be discussed again in Chapter 5). This may have 
important implications for RIMS isotope selectivity measurements using 
laser ablation as the atomization technique.
X,(jim) J  m(amu) (3.3.1)
Sample Transfer Probe
Glass
Ablation Beam
Calcium metal 
Ablation Plume
Sample Stub/
Calcium Metal Sample
Fig. 3.3.6 Schematic of Ablation Plume 
Expansion Experiment
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(iv) Cluster Formation in Laser Ablation
In Chapter 2, a mass calibration graph was shown, Fig. 2.1.5. This 
utilized the extensive, regular series of mass peaks obtained from laser 
ablation of a graphite substrate. The LIMA mass spectrum obtained for laser 
ablation of graphite at a wavelength of 532nm and at a fluence of 
~10mJ/mm2 is shown in Fig. 3.3.7. (This high fluence helped to promote 
cluster formation at higher masses, but also contributed to the observed poor 
mass resolution.) This spectmm provides not only a convenient method for 
mass calibration, but can be interpreted to gain insight to the fundamental 
process of cluster ion formation [237]. The spectmm divides into two quite 
distinct sections. For lower mass clusters, containing up to 31 carbon atoms, 
stable peaks occur for both odd and even numbers of atoms in the cluster,
Cn , 1 < n < 31. For the higher mass clusters, only those containing an even
number of carbon atoms give rise to stable peaks, C2m , m>16. Clusters
were visible above the noise floor up to C2 i4 , improvements in the system’s
signal to noise ratio may extend this limit.
The physics of cluster formation and structure has become a major 
research field in its own right, and has been recently reviewed by Maier 
(1989) [182]. Both neutral and ionic clusters are formed from collision 
processes that take place within the high temperature plasma which forms 
immediately above the sample surface during high intensity ablation [173, 
182, 183]. The spectmm shown in Fig. 3.3.7 is almost identical to that 
obtained by Rohlfing et al [219]. This is an interesting comparison to make, 
since the spectrum obtained in this work is a measure of the cluster ions 
produced in the ablation process, whilst Rohlfing et al analyzed neutral 
cluster products (utilizing laser postionization of neutral clusters produced in 
a supersonic helium jet following laser ablation) [219]. Both sets of results
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clearly show very distinct signal enhancements for the C^q and C7q 
clusters, evidently these cluster sizes have a preferred stable structure. Also, 
clusters C^2 and C72 are much reduced in intensity in comparison with their
neighbours. The lower mass clusters are believed to have either an open 
linear chain structure or a simple ring stmcture [238]. The larger clusters 
are thought to have closed spheroidal shell structures [238]. In particular, 
the C50 cluster is now believed to have the elegant and sophisticated structure
known as "Buckminsterfullerene", [220, 238], see Fig. 3.3.8.
Two important aspects of the cluster mass spectrum, Fig.3.3.7, can be 
analyzed for information on the cluster formation process [237]. Firstly, as 
demonstrated in Fig. 2.1.5, the measured cluster masses follow very closely 
the quadratic dependence expected for the ideal time of flight analyzer. This 
implies that the clusters must all be formed close to the sample surface and 
on a relatively short time scale. This precludes metastable decay of large 
clusters as the primary mechanism for formation of smaller clusters. 
Secondly, assuming that the Reflectron perfectly compensates for the initial 
energy spread of ions, the measured cluster ion temporal peak width can be 
related to the timescale of ion formation. For clusters, Cn , with n>32, the
measured peak width (FWHM) is constant at ~450ns; for the range 16<n<32, 
the width reduces to ~350ns; but for the lowest mass clusters the width 
increases to ~650ns, Fig. 3.3.9. These values suggest the following model for 
cluster formation. Following the rapid temperature rise of the surface 
induced by laser ablation, a high temperature and high pressure gas 'cloud' is 
formed immediately above the surface. This gas will then rapidly expand 
outwards, forming the laser ablation plume. As the plume expands, the 
pressure within the plume will rapidly decrease. From the time 
measurements given above, it can be seen that formation of clusters in the 
16<n,32 range requires the highest pressure to form, whilst those of the
Fig. 3.3.8 Proposed Structure for C6Q, "Buckminsterfullerene"
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lowest masses can form over a wider range of conditions. The constant 
width of the higher mass, closed shell structures suggests that these all form 
independently of each other over a well defined range of temperature and 
pressure. Further work is in progress in the LIS group to examine the basic 
cluster formation process in greater detail (eg. changing the laser ablation 
intensity should change the temperature and pressure of the initial gas 
phase.)
Cluster formation can be regarded as a specialized form of matrix 
effect. Ablation of a pure elemental sample would ideally give rise only to a 
monomeric ion signal, instead, many different mass channels become 
populated. This phenomenon has several implications for laser ablation as an 
atomization technique for RIMS. If ablation ions are not effectively 
suppressed, then they may present a source of 'isobaric' interferences. An 
example of this problem is given in Chapter 5, for the analysis of rubidium 
in a predominantly graphite matrix. Formation of the simplest cluster, the 
'dimer* Ca2 , was observed during several of the analyses carried out on the
calcium metal sample, this will be discussed again in Chapter 5. Whilst 
cluster formation of the element of interest is unlikely during an elemental 
trace analysis, the activity of such matrix effect processes highlights a 
potential shortcoming for the laser ablation technique, see Fassett and Travis 
[5] for a discussion of this problem.
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(4) Resonant Laser Ablation (RLA)
The results discussed in this section have been published in McLean, 
Land et al, 1990 [184]. ( Note added in proof: The RLA process is currently 
being investigated in great detail by the LIS group at Glasgow, the 
publication by Wang et al (1990) [239] details some of this ongoing 
research.)
For the results detailed in the preceding section, laser ablation was 
carried out at fixed wavelengths defined by the Nd:YAG laser. Verdun, 
Krier and Muller [185] observed that it was possible to enhance the LIMA 
ionization yield by tuning the ablation wavelength close to known atomic 
transitions of the element of interest. Using a transmission ablation geometry 
instrument (LAMMA-500), measurements were made for Cu, Cd and Mo in 
a variety of sample matrices. Ablation fluences were reported as typically 
«100mJ/mm2. Resonant enhancements of ~x5 were obtained, although
<r'
spectral lines were observed to be much broader (~0.5nm) than those 
expected for vacuum atomic transitions. No estimate of absolute wavelength 
accuracy was given and hence it is not clear if spectral lines were shifted as 
well as broadened with respect to their vacuum values.
The very first 'resonance ionization' data to be obtained with the Kratos 
Machine [186] utilized this 'Resonant Laser Ablation' (RLA) concept. A 
concentrated solution of rubidium chloride was deposited onto a graphite 
substrate and allowed to dry. A blue laser beam was arranged to pass across 
the sample surface at grazing incidence (-3°). The laser wavelength was then 
scanned across known rubidium spectral transitions, 5s 2Sy2 6p 2P3/2
(420.2nm) and 5s 2S1/2 -> 6p 2P1/2 (421.6nm). The ablation ion signal for
Rb was observed to have strong resonances close to the known transitions, 
see Fig. 3.4.1. (The wavelength calibration system was not yet operational 
when this data was taken and hence no precise data for the actual
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Fig. 3.4.1 Resonant Laser Ablation of Rubidium
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wavelengths involved was available.) The resonances are significantly 
broader than those obtained under 'normal' RIS conditions (Fig. 3.2.2), 
much as observed by Verdun et al [185]. The background ionization 
structure (at the bases of the main peaks) is thought to be due to 
photodissociation/ionization of small Rb molecules (eg. RbCl).
The resonant laser ablation process was investigated for the calcium 
metal sample. The sample was rotated to -3° from the normal position, and a 
red laser beam allowed to strike the surface. The ablation beam was only 
loosely focussed, resulting in an ablation area of -3mm2. The wavelength 
was then scanned through the region of a known two-photon resonant 
transition from the ground state, 4s2 —> 4s5s at 600.125nm. For
ablation fluences typical of those employed in non-resonant ablation 
(~lmJ/mm2), large ion signals were obtained, but no resonant structure was 
observed. However, when the ablation fluence was lowered to ~30jiJ/mm2 
the resonance spectrum shown in Fig. 3.4.2 (a) was obtained. At the resonant 
wavelength, it was possible to obtain an ion signal with an ablation fluence of 
only ~lpJ/m m2. By way of comparison, the wavelength scan was repeated in 
'normal' RIMS mode, using resonant postionization of laser ablated neutrals 
( ablation at, 1.06jim, 4mJ/mm2), see Fig. 3.4.2 (b). Wavelength calibration 
spectra were taken during both RLA and RIMS scans, see Fig. 3.4.2 (c). In 
both cases the measured resonance wavelength agreed with the known 
transition wavelength to within experimental error. The linewidths obtained 
in the RLA and RIMS spectra (~0.02nm) are also identical within 
experimental uncertainty.
Although these results are quite different to those obtained by Verdun et 
al [185], the observations made here are entirely consistent with their 
proposed model for the RLA process. Verdun et al proposed that RLA be 
considered as consisting of two distinct processes. Firstly, the 'leading edge' 
of the laser ablation pulse vapourizes part of the sample surface, free
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neujltral species then move away from the sample surface (as discussed in §3 
above). Secondly, free neutral species liberated in the first step can then be 
ionized in free space, as happens during a normal RIS process.The following 
simple calculation would seem to lend some credence to this proposal. For a 
velocity of ~lmm/|is, atoms created early in the ablation pulse will have 
moved a distance of -lOjim from the sample surface during the 10ns 
duration of the pulse, a distance considerably greater than typical atomic 
bond lengths (<0.1nm). That is, it is possible for atoms to be 'transferred' 
from a matrix bound state (where broad, shifted spectral lines are to be 
expected) to a free vacuum state during the ablation laser pulse. Obviously 
this model will fail to some extent when the density of material in the 
ablation plume is such that atoms do not have sufficient time to move away 
from the close interferences of their neighbours (eg. inelastic collision 
broadening [222, 239]). This may be one reason why the results obtained 
here are quite different to those of Verdun et al [185].
The success obtained with the red wavelength transition prompted 
further investigations at blue wavelengths (415-425nm) where stronger 
atomic transitions were expected (see Chapter 4). Results in this region were, 
however, far less clear. It was possible to obtain ablation ion signals with 
very low fluences, ~lpJ/mm2, and resonant structure was obsefyed. However, 
no degree of reproducibility could be achieved, entire spectral lines would 
disappear and then reappear seemingly at random. Several lines not apparent 
in RIMS spectra were occasionally observed. At times no resonant structure 
at all could be observed, only a broad and uniform continuum, even for very 
low ablation fluences. Time did not permit a detailed investigation of these 
phenomena, it is felt that a much more tightly controlled experiment 
(primarily, sample surface quality and laser spectral parameters) than that 
attempted here will be required to unravel the processes occurring in this 
spectral region.
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In a separate series of experiments, conducted by Mr. C.J. McLean of 
the LIS group, similar RLA results were obtained for both Al and Ga from a 
semiconductor AlGaAs matrix. These results are detailed in McLean et al 
1990, [184]. The measured spectra for the RLA of Al and Ga are shown in 
Figs. 3.4.3 and 3.4.4, respectively.
Evidently the RLA technique holds quite some promise as a surface 
analysis method, potentially offering a degree of RIS selectivity without the 
need for separate atomization and ionization sources. In Chapter 5, the utility 
of RLA as an analytic technique is compared with other laser mass 
spectrometry techniques.
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4. Calcium Laser Spectroscopy
The resonance ionization spectroscopy of calcium was studied over the 
wavelength range 413-437nm. The principal aim of these investigations was 
to examine the degree of enhancement possible in a two-photon resonant 
excitation process through the close proximity of an intermediate state. As 
well as the expected series of two-photon resonant, one-photon ionization 
("2+1") transitions, two further sets of spectral lines were observed. These 
have been identified as one-photon, bound-bound resonances originating 
from excited states, and two-photon resonant transitions from excited states 
to autoionization levels, respectively. A sample spectrum of raw data is 
shown in Fig. 4.1. The experimental techniques used to generate spectra are 
outlined in §4.1; a brief outline of the known spectroscopy of atomic calcium 
is presented in §4.2; the observed line series are discussed in §4.3 - §4.5; and 
finally, §4.6 contains some suggestions for improving the future 
performance of the Kratos Machine for laser spectroscopy investigations. 
Details of the basic atomic theory used throughout this chapter are contained 
in Appendix A.
(11 Experimental Method
The instrumentation and computer software used throughout these 
experiments have been detailed previously in Chapter 2 . The custom 
software programme SPEC was written specifically to collect laser 
spectroscopy data from the RIMS instrument. For each laser pulse, the 
program SPEC stores the ion signal integrated over a specified interval of 
the time spectmm (read from the transient recorder), and also reads out any 
chosen ADC channels. Hence, as the laser wavelength is scanned, a
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wavelength spectmm is recorded. In principle, several ion peaks can 
simultaneously be monitored. For all of the spectra presented herein, the 
time window was set for the m/z=40 ion peak, hence any feature observed in 
a spectmm must be linked to an atomic/molecular system which gives rise to 
an ion with nominal m/z=40. Only two ADC channels were routinely 
utilized, monitoring the laser pulse energy and the wavelength calibration 
signal from the hollow cathode lamp, respectively.
Spectra were smoothed using simple software routines to alleviate pulse 
to pulse variations in laser output, and consequently to ease visual 
interpretation of the data. Final wavelength assignment for spectral features 
was performed manually, using linear interpolation from known OGE lines. 
Note, the conversion between energy and wavelength units was made 
consistent with the OGE reference work of Keller and co-workers [166,170] 
through the relation:
1 eV = 12^(nm )4 6  8 0 6 1  2 5 5 3  Cm * (4 - L 1 )
As discussed in Chapter 2, the poor linearity of the dye laser scan 
mechanisms led to limitations in the achievable accuracy and precision of 
wavelength assignment. Typically, limits of uncertainty were =±0.04nm 
(«3cm_1 for a one-photon transition, or ~6 cm_1 for a two-photon process). 
The computer software is in the progress of being upgraded to allow 
wavelength calibration to become largely automatic, much as has already 
been accomplished for mass spectra.
For scans over which it was important that the laser power be kept as 
constant as possible, a simple manual stabilization procedure was employed. 
Firstly, the lowest laser power likely to be encountered within the 
wavelength region of interest was established, and then, the power 
throughout the run was attenuated to this level with the variable optical
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attenuator through continual manual observation and adjustment With 
practke, this procedure was found to be effective to the ±5% level.
For all of the spectroscopic analyses, a simple calcium metal sample was 
used, with laser ablation at 1.06pm as the vapourization technique.
(2) Calcium Atomic Energy Levels
As a member of the Column II elements of the periodic table (the 
'alkaline earths’), calcium is an important system for the detailed 
understanding of basic atomic structure. The existence of two optically active 
valence electrons outside a complete shell provides a model system for the 
analysis of inter-electron coupling effects [187, 201]. Not only are all energy 
levels associated with single valence electron excitation shifted relative to 
their hydrogenic analogs, but there exists the possibility of new series of 
states formed through the simultaneous excitation of both outer electrons.
One most interesting possibility allowed by two electron excitation is that of 
autoionization, this phenomenon will be discussed in §4.5, below. The 
existence of such doubly excited states was first postulated by Bohr in 1923 
[188], and confirmed experimentally by Russell and Saunders in 1925 [189], 
through studies on the spectra of the alkaline earths. Calcium is well 
described by the "L-S" ( or, 'Russell-Saunders') -coupling scheme, and states 
have a well defined parity, simplifying interpretation of spectra.
An energy level diagram for most of the known atomic structure of 
calcium is shown in Fig. 4.2.1. The figure can be conveniently divided into 
left and right hand sections. To the left, are the single electron excitation 
states (4sns, 4snp, 4snd etc, in both singlet and triplet configurations), built 
upon the 4s2 ground state, and converging to the first ionization potential
4s 2Sj/2 (ground state of the Ca+ ion). To the right, are the two electron
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excitation states (3dns, 3dnp, 4pnp etc, singlets and triplets), converging to 
excited states of the Ca+ ion.
The atomic spectroscopy of calcium has been studied in some detail by 
various authors, several of the key papers are referenced below. The classic 
NBS compilation of atomic energy levels by Moore, 1958, [191] is not 
particularly helpful, being fairly limited in scope, rather inaccurate and 
containing several misidentified configurations. The most comprehensive and 
reliable work is that of Risberg [192], listing some 275 spectral emission 
lines from a hollow cathode lamp. Accurate term values are given for most 
of the bound series and for several autoion*zation states.
The bound, even-parity, J=0, 2 states (principally 4sns !Sq and
4snd ^ 2) have been studied extensively by Borgstrom and Rubbmark [193] 
and by Armstrong, Esherick and Wynne [194]. In a separate paper, 
Armstrong et al present an extensive listing of the 4snp 3Pqi2 series [195].
The work of Armstrong and co-workers [194, 195] is of particular interest 
since it utilized the RIS technique to generate spectra. A simple gas-filled 
heat-pipe/ionization chamber was used as the source/detector for their 
experiments. The ionization mechanism was not clarified, but was thought to 
be due to collisional processes between the high Rydberg states under 
investigation and neutral buffer gas atoms. Similar studies have been 
undertaken in the LIS Group at Glasgow for Cs [123] and Rb [124] in 
gas-filled proportional counters.
The 4snp !Pj series has been detailed through absorption spectroscopy
by Brown, Tilford and Ginter [198], who also present the most 
comprehensive and accurate listings for most of the odd-parity, doubly 
excited series (3dnp iPj, 3dnp 3P1? 3dnp 3Dj, 3dnf iP j, 3dnf 3Pj and
3dnf 3Dj). Connerade et al [187] report several lines from the odd-parity
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4pns 3P 1? 4pns *Pi and 4pnd series, extending up to the second excited
state of the Ca+ ion. No published data were found for the even-parity Al 
states, the only available data being the preliminary, unpublished work of 
Wynne [199].
(3 YT wo-Photon Spectroscopy
(i) Background and Theory
Interesting discussions on both the theory and practice of two-photon 
spectroscopy are given by Giynberg and Cagnac [200] and by Letokhov [1].
When an atom or molecule is stimulated from one quantum state to 
another through the 'simultaneous' absorption of two photons it is said to 
have undergone a 'resonant two-photon transition'. Such a process is 
attractive for RIMS analysis for two main reasons. Firstly, compared with a 
'1+1' RIS scheme, the use of a two-photon process greatly extends the 
attainable ionization potential, and hence the range of elements accessible to 
the method. Secondly, through use of counter-propagating beams, a 
two-photon excitation can be made Doppler-free [200], with consequent 
gains in both selectivity and sensitivity [29]. The selectivity can be improved 
since the linewidths of any interfering background systems are not Doppler 
broadened. This point is most important if a high degree of isotope 
selectivity is required in the excitation scheme. The potential improvement in 
sensitivity arises from the interaction of the counter-propagating beams with 
all transverse velocity components of the Maxwellian distribution [29]. An 
excellent example of the potential of two-photon, Doppler free RIMS is 
given by Wen et al [33], in their measurements on the 10Be:9Be isotope pair.
The major drawback associated with two-photon excitation is that the 
values for transition cross-sections are typically much lower than those
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encountered for one-photon transitions. Compared with one-photon 
processes, much higher laser fluences are required to saturate a two-photon 
process, leading to reduced excitation efficiency and increased non-resonant 
background ionization. { Many one-photon transitions can be saturated with 
less than ljuJ/mm2, whereas, a two-photon process can typically require 
lJ/mm2 (assuming a laser pulse length of ~10ns). [2]} From an experimental 
standpoint, a laser beam generally has to be brought to a tight focus to 
achieve sufficient ionization efficiency for a two-photon process, leading to a 
much reduced geometric overlap with the analyte vapour.
The two-photon process is usually conceptualized as involving a 
one-photon excitation to a "virtual" intermediate state, followed by a further 
'quasi-simultaneous' one-photon transition from the virtual state to an upper 
excited state. Cross-sections for such 'virtual' processes are known to be 
very small. The above 'model' leads to a very simple, T)ack of the envelope' 
calculation: total cross-section -  product of two one-photon transitions, one 
resonant and one non-resonant, (giving -lO '^2 cm4) and the period of the 
illuminating radiation field ( - 1 0 '15 s, for an optical transition), giving an 
overall magnitude of -10 '47 cm4s. Perhaps a more helpful way of thinking 
about the two-photon process is to consider what the virtual state actually 
'consists of. Noting that spectral lines are not infinitesimally sharp, but 
resonances with wings extending out to all energies, the wavefunction for 
this intermediate state must be formed from the weighted sum of all states 
for which a one-photon transition from the lower level is possible. That is, 
the 'first' photon actually excites to some degree all possible single step 
transitions. Obviously, the transition probability to any given state is small 
since the photon energy will generally not lie close to the transition line 
center. As the photon energy comes closer to matching the energy gap 
between the lower level and a given intermediate state ('X *), the proportion 
of state X  present in the total intermediate state will increase, until, in the
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limiting case, we have a one-photon resonant transition. This line of 
reasoning leads to the concept of 'intermediate resonance enhancement', 
whereby the total two-photon cross-section is enhanced through the close 
coincidence of a suitable intermediate energy level with the energy of the 
illuminating photons. In practice, this means that the upper level for a 
two-photon process is specified to be one with energy level closest to being 
double that of a level with a one -photon transition from the lower level. By 
way of a concrete example, for calcium, only 4s4p ^  at 23652.3 cm-1 can
be reached with a single visible photon from the ground state. The level with 
energy closest to double this value, and with correct spin and parity for a 
two-photon transition from the ground state, is 4s8d at 46949.0 cm-1.
Consequently this might be expected to have the largest transition strength 
for a two-photon transition in the visible.
The quantum mechanical calculations used to quantify these concepts are 
presented in Appendix A, only the final result is required for further 
discussion here. Fig. 4.3.1 shows the system under consideration.
We can define the two-photon cross-section from i—>f through the 
relation between transition rate from i—>f, P jf, and resonant laser photon 
flux, <|>, given by,
P if = o if<t>2 (4 .3 .1 )
Where, p i f  has units sec'1, Ojf cm4sec and <|> is the laser intensity in
photons cm' 2 sec"1. With this definition, Equation 4.3.2 gives the two-photon 
cross-section from level i to lev e l/, allowing for the existence of a single 
intermediate enhancing level r,
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Fig. 4.3.1 Schematic for the ”2+1" RIS scheme
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Where, K is a known constant, fy is the oscillator strength for transition
i—>j, r  is the broader of the natural line width for the upper excited state and 
the laser linewidth, X is the laser wavelength, AE is the energy mismatch 
with level r, Cy is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for the transition i—>j, and
the summation is over all magnetic hyperfine states. For efficient excitation, 
the conditions given in (4.3.3) must be fulfilled,
(Where, is the laser pulse length and Tf is the upper state lifetime.)
Consider now how this cross-section will vary as a laser is scanned over 
a series of two-photon resonant transitions, eg. from the calcium ground 
state, 4s2 to the Rydberg series 4snd !D2. The oscillator strength f^ is a 
constant, the Clebsch-Gordan term will remain constant over the series, and 
the product (Ejr Erf A,2) will change only slowly and smoothly. The 
expression becomes dominated by the energy mismatch term 1/(AE)2 and the 
atomic properties of the upper excited state, frf /T. For an unperturbed series
the latter term should also vary only slowly and smoothly, leaving only the 
energy mismatch term. Consequently, a measure of the relative two-photon 
excitation probability over an unperturbed series of spectral lines should 
show a simple resonant behaviour, with a peak intensity for the state closest 
to fulfilling the condition Eir=Erf. This, in essence, was the basic experiment
that was planned for the calcium laser spectroscopy investigations. A single 
dye laser was scanned over the wavelength region 413-437nm, covering the
(4 .3 .3 )
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two-photon transition series, 4s2 ^Sq —> 4snd 1Sq (n=8,13) and
4s2 ^Sq —» 4snd ^ 2  (n=7,11), allowing a comparison with theory to be
made for two independent series.
The actual experimental measurement that is made, is not the relative 
two-photon cross-section, but the relative ionization probability. Hence, the 
effect of varying photoionization cross-sections from the upper excited states 
must also be taken into consideration. A population rate equation (PRE) 
computer model has been developed in the LIS group for expressly this form 
of calculation. The model is described in detail in Singhal et al (1989) [202], 
with a summary contained in Appendix B of this work. The final output of 
the PRE model is a set of relative ionization yields, directly comparable with 
the experimental data.
For this work, it was assumed that only the 4s4p lP j state contributed to
the intermediate enhancement. The theoretical model requires knowledge of 
several different sets of atomic parameters, for calcium many of these are 
directly available from the literature. Energy levels were taken from the 
papers mentioned in §4.2, above. Clebsch-Gordan coefficients were 
calculated after the methods given by Edmonds [203], see Appendix A for 
details. Oscillator strengths were calculated from the state lifetime 
measurements of Hansen, (1983) [204], using Eqn. 4.3.4 [205],
f . .=ij
27tm e8 0c3 A
g T  (4-3.4)
S i  X. . C0 .Ji iJ
Where, me and e are the mass and charge for the electron, respectively, 
c is the vacuum speed of light, e0 the vacuum permittivity, g^ the degeneracy 
of the state ky Xjj the radiative lifetime for decay from j —>i (X ji = l / A j i ) ,  and
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CQy the angular frequency associated with the energy gap Ej - Ej.
Hansen's results [204] indicate that the ^Sq series is basically 
unperturbed over the region of interest, but that the *D2 series is strongly 
perturbed in this vicinity by the 4p2 *D2 and 3d5s *D2 states. { A perturber
state must have the same total angular momentum, J, and the same parity as 
the series it effects [194]. The closer in energy that a perturber state lies to a 
level, the greater the degree of perturbation experienced by that level.}. 
Coincidentally, the 4s8d-state, which might have been expected to have had 
the largest intermediate resonance enhancement, is also the state closest in 
energy to the perturbing 3d5s state. In fact, Hansen was unable to obtain a 
lifetime measurement for 4s8d 1D2, indicating that the transition strength
from this state to 4s4p ^  is much lower than that of its neighbouring
D-states. This anomaly suggested a rather interesting possibility: instead of 
using state lifetimes to determine relative ionization probabilities, the above 
theory could be 'inverted', with the relative ionization measurements 
allowing a state lifetime to be extracted. Hence, it was hoped that if a good 
fit to data could be obtained, then a first measurement of the radiative 
lifetime of the transition 4s8d *D2 to 4s4p 4 ^  could be made.
Very little information on absolute photoionization cross-sections for 
excited states of calcium was found in the literature. Apel et al, 1987, [65] 
suggest a value of Oj = 5x10' 18 cm2 for the 4s4d ^ 2 state, and Ditchbum
and Hudson, 1959, [206] obtained a value of Oj = 6xl0"19 cm2 for the ground
state 4s2 ^ q . Excited state values were calculated through extrapolation
from these two values using the "n*-3" rule given by Hurst and Payne, [2]. 
Where, n* is the effective principal quantum number, calculated from the 
Ritz Formula for Rydberg series [192],
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n*= (4 .3 .5)
Where, Tn is the term energy (the energy gap between state n and the
ionization potential) for the state with principal quantum number n, and R is 
the Rydberg constant.
Final values used as input to the PRE model and the resulting calculated 
cross-sections (from Eq. 4.3.2) are given in Table 4.3.1. Clearly the model 
predicts significantly higher values for the cross-sections than would 
typically be assumed for two-photon processes. The accuracy of the 
calculation was checked by repeating the process for the case (Ca: 4s4d !d 2)
examined by Apel et al [65]. Good agreement was found, indicating that no 
basic arithmetic errors had been perpetrated.
(ii) Experimental Results
Using Coumarin 420 blue dye, it was possible to perform a constant 
laser power scan over the wavelength region 413-437nm, with a fluence of 
=500pJ/mm2. At this fluence, if the cross-sections predicted by the model 
outlined above are correct, then the two-photon transitions would all be 
pumped close to saturation. Fig. 4.3.2 is a typical example of the data 
obtained, only two-photon transitions originating from the ground state are 
labelled.
The spectrum shown in Fig. 4.3.2 was taken using linearly polarised 
light, the effect of changing to circularly polarised light is shown in Fig. 
4.3.3. Two-photon transitions from the ground state to excited states
are forbidden for circular polarisation (see Appendix A). This effect can be 
quite clearly seen in comparing Figs. 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, with almost all
State n* T (ns) X (nm) O2co(cm4s) Gi(cm2)
4s8s iSo 5.67 125 435.7 8.97x10-42 1.09x10-20
4s9s 6.67 206 426.9 4.55x10-41 6.69x10-21
4sl0s 7.66 294 421.5 3.78x10-40 4.42x10-21
4 s lls 8 .6 6 420 417.9 1.55x10-41 3.06x10-21
4s 12s 9.66 594 415.4 4.57x10-42 2 .2 0 x10-21
4sl3s 10 .6 6 808 413.6 2.10x10-42 1.64x10-21
4s7d 1D2 5.94 224 432.8 7.99x10-41 6.57x10-19
4s8d 6.82 - 425.9 - 4.34x10-19
4s9d 8.57 232 418.2 3.18x10-40 2.19x10-19
4sl0d 9.47 271 415.8 1.13xlO-40 1.62x10-19
4 s lls 10.39 425 414.0 4.43x10-41 1.23x10-19
Table 4.3.1 Parameter table for two-photon resonance enhancement.
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evidence of the series being erased in the latter. Although
absolute measurements were not made during this programme of work, 
consideration of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for the *D2 transitions
would suggest that the absolute cross-sections for this series should increase 
x3/2 in going from linearly to circularly polarised light [207].
At a basic, qualitative level the data agrees well with the intermediate 
resonance enhancement model concept outlined above. A clear resonance 
effect is observed for the 4sns series, with the strongest spectral feature 
being the 4s 10s line- that expected to have the greatest enhancement. For the 
4snd *D2 series, the 4s8d line is indeed suppressed (in line with Hansen’s
findings [204]), with 4s9d as the strongest member of this series, again as 
might be qualitatively expected. It was possible to reproduce the relative 
intensities of the various spectral lines at the ±35% level over several scans 
performed on different days. Final experimental results are the averages 
over these various runs. The experimental results and the PRE model 
predictions for the relative ionization yields for the two series are given in 
Table 4.3.2. As can be seen, when using the calculated two-photon 
cross-sections, the PRE model's predictions do not at all correspond to the 
experimental data. Instead, the PRE model suggests that the two-photon steps 
are saturated, with the total ion yield following the unsaturated 
photoionization cross-sections. Most interestingly, there is a reasonable 
correlation between the normalized two-photon cross-sections and the 
experimental ion yields.
There are two most likely explanations for the discrepancy. One, the 
calculated two-photon cross-sections are too high by several orders of 
magnitude, which would seem to be the 'easiest' explanation. However, the 
good agreement between theory and experiment found by Apel et al [65], 
using the same model, does lend some credibility to the model's vialbility.
State <52(0 <51 Ion Yield (Theory)
Ion Yield 
(Expt.)
4s 13s iSo 0 .6 37 27 <1
4sl2s 1.2 50 42 <1
4 s lls 4.1 69 74 14
4sl0s 1 00 .0 100 .0 1 00 .0 100
4s9s 12.0 151 151 11
4s8s 2.4 247 223 4
4 s lld  1D2 14.0 56 56 11
4sl0d 35.6 74 74 16
4s9d 100 .0 100 .0 10 0 .0 100
4s8d - 198 - 2 0
4s7d 25.0 300 308 6
Table 4.3.2 Experimental and theoretical relative ion yields for
"2+1" RIS scheme in calcium. S-state values have been 
normalized to the values for 4s 10s, D-state values to 
those for 4s9d.
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Two, the observed ’resonance' is due not to the two-photon cross-sections, 
but rather to a coincidental resonance in photoionization cross-section. 
Whilst such a proposjion may be stretching the bounds of reasonable 
coincidence, Connerade et al [187] have, in fact, observed several series of 
autoionization states in the spectral region which would be reached by the 
ionization photon. The observed series [187] in this region 4pns and
4pnd *Pi both have the correct parity and angular momenta for one-photon
transitions from the two-photon excited states.
Obviously, much further work is required to clarify this issue. The next 
step must be to eliminate the uncertainties introduced through lack of 
knowledge of the photoionization cross-sections. This could be done by 
saturating the photoionization transition. If, however, the ionization 
cross-sections are as low as originally anticipated, Table 4.3.1, then very 
high laser fluences (>lJ/mm2) would be required to effect saturation. The 
only practical way of doing this, would be to use the residual fundamental 
1.06jLtm radiation from the Spectron Nd:YAG pump laser. This has 
sufficiently short wavelength to ionize all of the states of interest. One added 
benefit of this scheme would be the lack of multiphoton background 
ionization even at the very high fluences required. If it should prove to be 
possible to saturate the photoionization step, then the two-photon 
cross-sections could be measured using the power dependence curve method 
of Letokhov and co-workers [1], see also Appendix B. That is, the total ion 
yield should be measured over a large range of fluences; at lower fluences, 
the yield curve should be quadratic, and at high fluences the curve should 
flatten off into saturation. The variation in photoionization cross-section with 
wavelength could be investigated by introducing a second blue dye laser to 
scan over the spectral region of interest whilst leaving the original blue laser 
tuned to a two-photon resonance.
Two other two-photon transitions originating from the ground state
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were observed, these were identified as those to 3d5s *D2 (the main 
perturber for the 4snd lD2 series) and 3d5s 3D2. This latter line was the
only intercombination line observed during this investigation, highlighting 
both the strong adherence to LS-coupling for the calcium system and the 
strong state mixing between singlet and triplet states for the 3d5s state, 
discussed by Armstrong et al [194].
(4) Bound-Bound. One-Photon Spectroscopy
As can be clearly seen from the spectra shown in the preceding 
sections, two-photon transitions originating from the ground state by no 
means account for all of the observed spectral features. The only known 
one-photon transition from the ground state in this spectral region is that to 
4s4p lP j at 422.7nm. Since this level would require absorption of a further
two blue photons to become ionized, a very low cross-section process, clear 
observation of this transition was not expected, indeed identification of this 
line from the data was not possible.
Most of the strong and reproducible lines have been identified as 
bound-bound, one-photon transitions originating from excited states 4s4p 
4*1 and 4s4p 3Pqi2- One-photon, bound-bound transitions have much higher
cross-sections than those typically encountered for the two-photon processes 
discussed above. From a known radiative lifetime, the absorption 
cross-section is given approximately by,
g. x 2.a .._  &j ij -P 
ij ~~ g i  8tcAv a
(4 .4 .1 )
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Where Ava is the atomic linewidth for the transition, and all other terms
have their previously defined meanings. Excited state transitions in the 
optical region typically have cross-sections of - 10"13 cm2 and hence can be 
saturated with laser fluences of order lpj/m m 2, for ~10ns laser pulses. For 
all the studies carried out during these investigations, laser fluences were 
always >40jiJ/mm2 and hence it was expected that any one-photon, 
bound-bound transitions would be heavily saturated. (By comparison, the 
two-photon lines were expected to be far from saturation at the fluences 
employed here.) When a transition is driven into saturation it becomes 
broadened (’’power broadening", [205]). This effect allows one- and 
two-photon transitions to be easily differentiated, through comparison of the 
relative linewidths ('sharp' line= two-photon, 'broad' line= one-photon), 
illustrated in Fig.4.4.1.
(i) Transitions from 4s4p 1P ^
Three strong lines around 420nm ( the "Gang of Three") were 
identified as transitions from 4s4p ^  to 4s 10s 3d5s *D2 and 3d5s 3D2, 
respectively. Weak transitions were also tentatively identified as transitions 
to 4s9s, 4sl Is 1Sq and 4s8d, 4s9d ^ 2 . The 4s4p 1P1 state is known to have a
short radiative lifetime (4.67ns, [204]) for decay to the ground state. 
Consequently, any population excited into this level during the ablation 
process would have had ample time to decay during the delay (~2 ps) 
between ablation and resonance ionization.
It is suggested that this level was populated by radiative absorption from 
the ground state stimulated by amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) emitted 
from the blue dye laser. As discussed in Chapter 3, the output from the blue 
dye laser was known not to consist solely of a pure laser line, but also of a 
broadband emission over much of the range of the dye- ASE.
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{ The generation of ASE is discussed in most basic laser physics 
textbooks (eg. Eastham [208]), only a brief outline of the problem is 
presented here. If the laser medium (in this case the laser dye) is pumped 
with sufficient intensity, then it is possible for a spontaneously emitted 
photon to undergo gain amplification as it passes through the pumped 
volume, hence Amplified Spontaneous Emission. The properties of ASE are 
dependent on the laser medium (eg. dye concentration) and gain volume 
geometry, but independent of the laser oscillator cavity. ASE is only
Ci
partially coherent (a degre of laser 'speckle' can frequently be observed) and 
can be relatively intense ( at one point, the ASE from the red dye laser had 
sufficient intensity for the autotracking frequency doubling unit to lock on' 
to the emission!!). The lack of coherence arises from the random nature of 
the spontaneous emission process. Compared with 'true' laser radiation (that 
arising from oscillations within the cavity), ASE has a broader bandwidth 
and a wide angular divergence. These two parameters, in principle, allow 
ASE to be differentiated from laser radiation and consequently filtered out 
of the beam. However, the ASE will still have contributed as a significant 
loss factor for laser power, draining population that could have contributed 
to the laser action. With the Spectron dye lasers, ASE generation was 
observed from both the oscillator and amplifier cells over a wide range of 
operating conditions. Whilst ASE from the oscillator cell was observed to be 
relatively divergent, sufficient intensity was generated along the optical axis 
to allow amplification from the amplifier cell. Attempts at spatially filtering 
the oscillator emission and changing the relative geometries of oscillator and 
amplifier cells gave little improvement. Introduction of an optical delay line 
between oscillator and amplifier pump beams also had little effect. The 
problem was compounded by the generally poor quality of laser beam 
obtainable from the oscillator cavity; pulse energy was always limited to 
<lmJ, and both the spot shape and beam divergence were poor. It would
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seem that these lasers have been designed for efficient operation in the red 
region of the spectrum and consequently suffer in the blue. The best 
compromise situation that was achieved, involved using only the laser 
oscillator, with the full 355nm beam pumping a dilute dye solution. }
Very little intensity is required to saturate the 4s2 —» 4s4p
transition; Eqn. 4.4.1 gives o=2.7xl0"9 cm2, which would require a 
saturation fluence of only ~0.2nJ/mm2 for a 0.1cm-1 linewidth source, or 
~ lpj/m m 2 over a lOnm range. Although no spectral energy density 
measurements were undertaken for the ASE, it does not seem unreasonable 
that sufficient intensity was available to effect significant excitation to the 
4s4p level.
The hypothesis that ASE from the blue laser was responsible for 
populating the 4s4p ^  state was investigated in the following experiments.
A second, red dye laser beam was arranged to illuminate the ionization 
region collinearly with the blue beam. This red laser was tuned to the 
one-photon, bound-bound transition 4s4p ^  —> 4p2 *D2 at 585.75nm, with
an intensity ~lmJ/mm2. Absorption of either a red or a blue photon would 
provide sufficient energy to effect ionization from this D-state. The 
following observations were made: with only the red laser on, no ionization 
signal was observed; with both blue and red beams present, a large signal 
was observed for all wavelengths of the blue laser, but only for a very 
sharply defined resonance region for the red laser. Very little increase in 
ionization was apparent as the blue laser was scanned through the wavelength 
region of the P-state transition, suggesting that the ASE was capable of 
pumping the transition at near saturation levels.
The presence of ASE could have very important implications for both 
the sensitivity and the selectivity of a RIMS analysis. For example, if the 
intention was to utilize a two-photon excitation scheme originating from the
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ground state, then this preferred excitation 'channel' would be in direct 
competition with the ASE channel for ground state population, with a 
consequent loss in sensitivity. The presence of relatively intense, broadband 
radiation has very obvious potential for increasing 'non-resonant' 
background ionization.
These effects are well illustrated in Fig. 4.4.2 . This spectrum was one 
of the first collected with the Kratos machine, before the nature of the ASE 
problem was appreciated. The dye used, Bis-MSB, covered the wavelength 
range 415-425nm, and seemed particularly prone to generating ASE.
Copious amounts of 'non-resonant' background ionization are visible for all 
wavelengths, particularly so at the edges of the dye. The Gang of Three is 
clearly visible as the three intense lines in the centre of the spectmm. It is 
suggested that the 'non-resonant' ionization could in fact be better described 
as being 'doubly-resonant'!! That is, firstly ASE 'resonantly' excites 
population from the ground state to the P-state, as discussed above; secondly, 
this poulation is then further resonantly excited to any upper excited levels 
that lie within the range of the dye (principally the Gang of Three); and 
finally, these upper states are then photoionized by either ASE or laser 
photons. It was not possible to quantify the problems associated with the ASE 
(eg. the fraction of ground state population depleted by the ASE): the 
amount of ASE generated appeared to depend on many different parameters 
(eg. dye used, age of dye, pump power, temperature, laser oscillator cavity 
alignment etc.), and varied in an unpredictable fashion.
A problem similar to the ASE observed here has been reported by 
Nogar and Keller [233]. In their studies on the RIS spectrum of lutetium 
(a ’1+ 1 ' scheme), several relatively intense satellite lines were observed on 
either side of the known central peak. These were discovered to result from 
efficient excitation of the 'central' transition by optical sidebands present in 
the laser emission. Although the sidebands were weak in comparison with the
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main laser line (<1%), they had sufficient intensity to drive the strong 
one-photon bound-bound transition near to saturation. As with ASE, 
sidebands may prove to be a parameter which must be tightly controlled if 
the limits of analytic sensitivity and selectivity are to be reached.
(nYTransitions from 4s4p 3Pq j2
One of the earliest experiments undertaken in the calcium studies, 
involved non-resonantly postionizing ablated neutrals with the 266nm and 
355nm harmonics from the Nd:YAG. For both wavelengths, absorption of 
two photons is required to photoionize the calcium ground state. Twice as 
much power was available at 355nm than at 266nm, hence it was expected 
that the ion signal obtained with 355nm would be four times that with 266nm 
(following from the quadratic dependence expected for the two-photon 
process). In practice, however, it was possible to achieve considerably more 
ionization with the 266nm wavelength beam. Tight focussing of the laser 
beam was required in both cases to achieve reasonable ionization signals. 
Power dependence curves were taken for both wavelengths, see Fig. 4.4.3. 
The curve for 355nm shows the expected quadratic response for a 
non-resonant two-photon ionization process (gradient ~ 2  on a log-log plot). 
The curve for 266nm is, however, more nearly linear (gradient ~1 on a 
log-log plot) and appears to be close to saturation for the higher fluences. 
This suggests, that at 266nm, a one-photon ionization process is dominating. 
It was noted that it is possible for population in the metastable 4s4p 3P states 
to be ionized by only one photon at 266nm whilst requiring two photons at 
355nm. Hence, it was hypothesized that a significant population was being 
excited into the metastable 3P states during the ablation process. {Note, the 
observed 'saturation' with 266nm only indicates that most of the population 
in the 3P state is being efficiently ionized, the majority of the neutral 
population (in the ground state) will be excited with much less efficacy.}
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This hypothesis was investigated further using resonant laser ionization.
The spectral region around 430nm contains a multitude of lines, several 
of comparable strength to those discussed above. This wavelength region is 
shown expanded in Fig. 4.4.4. Six of these lines have been identified as
comprising the one-photon, bound-bound multiplet 4s4p 3Pqi2 “ * 4p2 3Pqi2»
Table 4.4.1, below.
Transition X exDt. (fun) X lit. T1921 (nm)
3Pi - 3P2 428.36 428.31
3P0  - 3Pl 428.96 428.94
3Pl - 3Pl 429.88 429.90
3p2  - 3p2 430.26 430.26
3pi - 3po 430.76 430.78
3P2  - 3Pl 431.83 431.87
Table 4.4.1 One-photon transitions from 4s4p 3Pqi2 ~* 4p2 3Pqi2
Many of the smaller lines in this region are tentatively identified as 
two-photon transitions from 4s4p 3Pqi2 t0  autoionization states, to be
discussed in the following section. Several relatively intense lines in this 
portion of the spectrum, however, have not yet been assigned. Most of the 
unassigned lines are quite broad, suggesting either saturated one-photon, 
bound-bound atomic transitions or possibly molecular transitions. Further 
investigation is required to clarify this issue. The ability of SPEC to monitor 
several mass peaks simultaneously, should be of great use in monitoring any 
molecular resonance effects (eg. the ratio of Ca to the Ca2 dimer could be
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monitored throughout a wavelength scan).
The only radiative decay channel open to the 4s4p 3P states is to the ^Sq
ground state, a forbidden transition under L-S coupling. Consequently, these 
states are metastable, with a lifetime of ~0.4ms [209]. This long timescale 
(compared with the microsecond delay between ablation and postionization) 
allows for the possibility that these states are populated during the ablation 
process. The link between the ablation process and the metastable population 
was established by comparing the relative intensities of spectral lines 
originating from ground state and metastable populations, respectively, at 
different laser ablation intensities. This is illustrated qualitatively in 
Figs. 4.4.5 (a, b); at higher ablation powers (b) the relative proportion of 
metastable population increases.
An attempt was made to quantify the relative populations of ground and 
metastable states in the following way, see Fig. 4.4.6. The laser and optics 
were aligned to allow a blue laser beam and the frequency-doubled harmonic 
(UV) of a red beam to pass collinearly through the ionization region. The 
blue dye laser tuned to the 4s4p resonance at 422.7nm, the red laser was
tuned to a sufficiently short wavelength to allow direct photoionization of 
both *P and 3P states. The intensity of the blue was then attenuated until the 
one-photon transition was just saturated. The UV beam was kept at low 
intensity to give only a small correction for direct photoionization from the 
ground state. Consequently, the photoionization step was far from saturation. 
With the major assumption that the one-photon photoionization 
cross-sections from the *P and 3P states are similar, a measure of the 
ionization signal with the blue beam present (ground state) and then absent 
(metastable) allows the relative populations to be measured. For an ablation 
intensity of ~4mJ/mm2, typical of that used throughout this work, the 
relative fraction of population in the metastable states 4s4p 3Pqi2 compared
Fig. 4.4.5 (a) Calcium RIS Spectrum, 413 - 437nm
Relatively low laser ablation fluence
Fig.4.4.5 (b) Calcium RIS Spectrum, 413 - 437nm
Relatively high laser ablation fluence
4t5
I.p.
U.V. 292nm
4s4p 1P1
4s4P PQ12
Blue 422.7nm
1 3Fig. 4.4.6 Relative populations of 4s4p Pj and 4s4p PQ12 states.
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to the 4s2 %  ground state was measured to be ~5%. For lower ablation
fluences (<0.4mJ), however, this fraction was noted to diminish rapidly, 
values were measured in the range 0.05% to 0.005%. Time did not permit 
the systematic study which these results suggest is required to understand 
fully the dependence of internal excitation on ablation fluence. Ideally, these 
measurements should be made with the ionization step saturated. ( In order 
to avoid a large photoionization signal directly from the ground state, or 
from other excited states, it would be best to use bound-bound transitions 
from the IP and 3P states to higher excited states, followed by 
photoionisation with a long wavelength photon, eg. the Nd:YAG 
fundamental, 1.06jim.)
Potentially, these measurements of relative populations could be 
converted into internal excitation temperatures for cahum atoms in the 
ablation plume through application of the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (a 
value of 4300K is obtained for ablation at 4mJ/mm2, and 2900K - 2200K for 
the lower fluences). Similar measurements have been carried out by Fasset et 
al [58] and by Beekman and Callcott [59], to obtain diagnostic measurements 
for thermal vapourization and laser ablation sources, respectively. However, 
it is not clear that such a calculation is valid for the present example. Both 
Fasset et al [58] and Beekman and Calcott [59] were concerned with high 
densities of low-lying states, which might be expected to be in thermal 
equilibrium, and which have relatively long lifetimes for radiative decay to 
the ground state. For calcium, however, only relatively energetic excited 
states exist. Presumably, many different states will be populated during the 
ablation process, the relative efficiencies for populating states being 
determined by the ablation plume constituents, 'temperature' and detailed 
atomic collision parameters. Once populated, these excited states will rapidly 
decay down in a cascade process until making a transition to a metastable 
state. Apart from the ground state, only two low lying states are metastable;
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the 4s4p 3P states, which will act as a very natural ’sink' for excited triplet 
states, and 4s3d *D2 (which must violate either parity conservation or LS
coupling to decay), which could be a terminus for high lying P- and F-states. 
A detailed examination of the spectral data yielded only one weak line which 
could be assigned to a transition originating from this latter level,
4s3d *D2 —» 4s5f ^ 3  at 435.5nm. A further possible transition,
4s3d *D2 —» 4s7p ^Pj at 424.05nm, was not observed. However, these
findings agree well with tabulated oscillator strengths for these two 
transitions [209], the F-state transition having a very low value (considerably 
less than for the 3P —> 3P transitions discussed above) and the P-state 
transition given no listed value.
In summary, two quite distinct processes (ASE photoexcitation and 
’thermal* excitation during laser ablation) have been noted which may 
compromise the degree of both the sensitivity and selectivity routinely 
attainable with the existing Glasgow RIMS instrument. Both mechanisms 
deplete the ground state population available for RIMS analysis and 
consequently decrease the achievable sensitivity. The degree of problem 
introduced through excitation in the ablation process will vary greatly 
between elements, obviously becoming more prevalent at higher masses 
where the density of low lying states increases. The presence of matrix atoms 
in excited states will increase the probability of background ionization, again 
compromising RIMS performance. Evaluating the efffect of ASE is much 
more problematic. In some cases its presence could have negligible effect, 
save for the deleterious effects on laser power. In others, as was found for 
calcium, the efffects could be quite significant. Fortunately, ASE is not a 
fundamental problem, it is one which can be eradicated through the design of 
suitable laser systems.
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(5)Autoionization States
"Autoionization states are bound atomic states whose energy levels 
relative to the outer valence electron he above the ionization limit",
Letokhov, 1987, [1].
Letokhov [1] provides an interesting discussion of both the theory 
behind Al states and their relevance to RIS studies. Briefly, autoionization 
(Al) states can decay either through a 'normal' radiative transition to a lower 
level, or by emitting an electron, 'autoionizing'. This new channel being 
opened up through coupling between the Al state and the continuum states of 
the atomic ion plus free electron. The major significance of such states for 
RIS analysis is that the cross-section to an Al state (frequently, >10' 16 cm2) 
is much greater than that to the surrounding continuum (typically, less than 
10“18 cm2). Thus, utilization of Al resonances should yield benefits in both 
sensitivity and selectivity over conventional photoionization. The utility of 
Al states for RIMS analysis has been demonstrated by Janes et al [39], 
Carslon et al [40] and Solarz et al [41], all for U; Bekov et al for Yb [234], 
Rimke et al [235] for Gd and Tc, and Whitaker et al [30] for Ba.
As mentioned in §4.4, above, a series of narrow, low intensity lines 
observed in the region around 430nm are tentatively assigned to two-photon 
transitions from the 4s4p 3P states to autoionization states. The lines can be 
seen as the fine low-level 'grass' throughout Fig. 4.5.1. Brown et al [198] 
give comprehensive listings of the odd parity Al states present in the portion 
of the spectrum which the postulated mechanism would probe. A reasonable 
correlation can be achieved for transitions to the 3dnp ^Dj, 3dnf and
3dnf3D! series, Table 4.5.1. Many similar lines, however, remain
unassigned. The postulated assignment of these lines is made uncertain by the 
poor wavelength measurement accuracy attainable during the course of this 
work. The high density of states in this region would require a wavelength
1*
(sjiun -qiB) pmSis uoi SMH
Transition k ^ x pt.-iomi k  iit f 1981 (nm)
3Pt -> 3dl0p 3Dt 433.80 433.75
3dllp  430.49 430.53
3dl2p 428.20 428.23
3Pj -> 3d9f 3Pj 431.04 431.04
3dl0f 428.60 428.61
3Pj -> 3d8f 3DX 435.03 435.05
3d9f 431.52 431.53
3dl0f 429.10 429.07
3 d llf  427.26 427.24
3p2 3dl2p 3Pj 429.04 429.06
3dl3p 427.45 427.41
3p2 -> 3d9f 3PX 432.28 432.28
3dl0f 429.61 429.59
3p2 - > 3 d l lp 3D 1 431.52 431.51
3dl2p 429.45 429.50
3dl3p 427.55 427.52
Table 4.5.1 Two-photon transitions from 4s4p 3Pj 2 to Al states.
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accuracy capability of better than ±0 .0 0 lnm for unambiguous assignments to 
be made.
The potentially high ionization efficiencies available through Al states 
is, however, made very clear by the very observation of an ion signal 
through such a 'difficult' route.
(6 ) Suggested Improvements
Three major areas for further development of the Glasgow RIMS 
instrument for spectroscopic analysis can easily be identified; tunable laser 
sources, atomization technique and ion source design.
As has perhaps become clear through the discussions in this chapter, the
present dye laser systems in use at Glasgow are less than ideal for routine
RIMS analysis. Interestingly, and at times most frustratingly, there now
exists new types of laser which should prove to be most suitable for RIMS
analysis in general, and would have been ideal for the experiments carried
out in this programme. Optical parametric oscillators (OPO) and tunable
solid-state lasers, in particular Ti:sapphire, have recently begun to deliver
the range of performance hitherto only accessible with dye lasers.
Ledingham and Singhal (1990) [240] have recently prepared a critical
assessment of the potential of such new solid-state sources for RIMS analysis.
Messenger [210] gives a brief review of the new tunable solid-state laser 
sste rn s and some of their applications. A single OPO, pumped with the third 
harmonic (355nm) from a pulsed Nd:YAG laser, could cover the range from 
400nm to 2pm; and with sufficient power to allow efficient frequency 
doubling down to 200nm. All of the tunable solid-state laser systems operate 
in the near infra-red (eg. Ti:sapphire, 670-1150nm; Alexandrite,
720-800nm) but provide sufficient power (>1W in CW operation) to allow
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efficient frequency doubling into the blue/UV region. Frequency doubled 
Ti: sapphire would have allowed the entire wavelength region of interest in 
this work to be covered with solid-state convenience and none of the 
practical problems found with dye laser operation ( dye aging, chemical 
toxicity etc.) Also, the use of Ti:sapphire would have eliminated the ASE 
problem encountered with the blue dye laser: frequency doubling and 
filtering of residual fundamental wavelengths providing a simple way of 
eliminating ASE.
Undoubtedly, such new laser sources will have a major role to play in 
helping RIMS analysis to reach its full potential.
Laser ablation is undoubtedly a very simple method by which to provide 
a high pulsed density of neutral species for analysis. However, as an 
atomization source for spectroscopic investigations, several limitations are 
clear. The amount of material ablated per laser shot will vary with ablation 
laser power and consequently the density of analyte material available for 
analysis will also vary. This will ultimately limit the degree of accuracy 
attainable in making relative intensity measurements (by comparison, atomic 
beam sources, ovens, filaments etc, can provide highly stable reservoirs). 
Pulsed ion sputtering may also prove to be superior in this respect.
Finally, the existing ion source region has two main weaknesses for 
laser spectroscopy; the extract volume is quite small (see Chapter 2) and a 
relatively high electric field exists in the analysis volume. The former point 
becomes important when large wavelength ranges are scanned and small 
movements of the laser beam in the source become unavoidable through 
changes in the refractive index for beam optics. Thus, at present, small 
changes in beam position can lead to relatively large changes in measured 
signal intensity. The presence of the extract electric field (~300V/cm) in the 
ion source will lead to Stark shifts and splittings of spectral lines 
(particularly high lying states), to the obvious detriment of high resolution
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spectroscopy [194,205]. One simple solution would be to apply the extract 
field only after the laser ionization has taken place, by applying a pulsed 
voltage potential to the first optic. Such a pulse would require a very fast 
rise time (>30V/ns) in order to preserve mass spectral resolution.
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5. Laser Mass Spectrometry
This chapter will describe some of the early mass spectrometric 
investigations carried out on the Kratos Machine. Three major areas were 
studied: the elemental trace analysis capability of the instrument; the 
accuracy and precision of isotope ratio measurements; and the comparitive 
'abilities' of various laser ionization mass spectrometry techniques.
(1) Trace Analysis
The ability of the Kratos Machine to undertake elemental trace analyses 
was investigated both for calcium and rubidium. These results have 
previously been reported in Towrie et al (1989), [212]. In both cases, 
complex sample matrices were prepared to provide a more realistic 
simulation of the ability of the RIMS instrument to deal with 'real-world' 
samples.
(i) Rubidium Measurements
The rubidium measurements concluded a series of experiments 
conducted in the LIS group primarily by Drs. M. H. C. Smyth and M. 
Towrie. For the mbidium measurements, the sample was prepared in the 
following fashion. NBS standard reference material coal (SRM 1632a) and 
high purity graphite powder were mixed 1:1 in precisely weighted amounts. 
The NBS coal has a certified rubidium content of 30ppm. The graphite 
powder served several purposes: to ’dilute' the coal sample, act as a 
mechanical binding agent, and to make the final sample pellet conducting 
[115]. The powders were mixed and homogenized using a glass pestle and 
mortar. The resulting mixture contained mbidium at a concentration of 
15ppm. This final powder was then compressed, using a 10-ton manual
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press, into a solid pellet form directly within a 10mm diameter hole drilled 
into the centre face of a sample stub (Fig. 2.1.2). A sample 'blank' was 
prepared in a similar way using only the graphite powder.
Laser ablation, at a wavelength of 532nm and a fluence of ~4mJ/mm2, 
was used as the atomization technique. A two colour resonance ionization 
scheme was utilized. A blue photon at 421.7nm (Stilbene 420 dye) excited 
the neutral mbidium from the 5s 2S y2 ground state to 6p 2P3/2- This excited
state was then photoionized using the 532nm second harmonic from the 
Spectron Nd:YAG pump laser. The resulting time-of-flight spectrum is 
shown in Fig. 5.1.1. The two mbidium isotopes, 85Rb and 87Rb, are clearly 
visible and in approximately the correct isotope ratio. The background level 
in this spectrum is -lppm . The Rb ion signal was observed to diminish to 
below the noise floor when the resonant laser was detuned from resonance. 
No signal above background was observed for the graphite sample blank. At 
the time these results were taken, the data acquisition electronics and 
software were still in the early stages of development, and consequently 
some of this background was probably due to electronic noise. The two 
broad peaks, bracketing the mbidium isotopes, were produced by 
unsuppressed carbon cluster ablation ions, C7 and Cg, as discussed in Chapter
3. The mass spectrometer was then set to transmit ions created in the ablation 
process. The time-of-flight spectmm resulting solely from laser ablation is 
shown in Fig. 5.1.2. The absence of visible peaks for the mbidium isotopes 
in this figure confirms that, for the ablation parameters employed here, 
significantly more neutral species are formed in the ablation process than 
ionic forms.
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(ii) Calcium Measurements
The early measurements carried out with calcium were very similar to 
those described above for rubidium. A sample pellet was formed from a 1:4 
weighted mix of high purity calcium carbonate and graphite powders. 
Obviously, the resulting sample contained calcium in far from trace 
quantities. However, the minor isotope 46Ca was present at a level of only 
=3ppm. Laser ablation (532nm, 4mJ/mm2) was again utilized as the 
atomization technique. A one colour, two-photon resonant, three-photon 
ionization scheme was employed using yellow/green photons at 536.lnm: 
4s2 —» 4s4d ^D2. The resulting time-of-flight spectrum is shown in Fig.
5.1.3. Again, the background noise is at a level of -lpprn. All mass peaks 
displayed sharply resonant behaviour as the wavelength was scanned, 
demonstrating the lack of isobaric interferences.
These early results demonstrate well the capability of RIMS to 
undertake trace analysis measurements at the ppm level on complex samples 
without chemical preprocessing. The most significant problem raised by 
these investigations was the need to suppress background ions formed in the 
laser ablation process. Whilst the Reflectron provides a high degree of 
energy filtering, further development would seem to be required in this area 
to allow routine operation at the sub-ppm level.
Work is in progress in the LIS group to develop an elegant ion-optical 
solution to this problem, Fig. 5.1.4, [212]. By using a multi-element ion lens, 
it is possible to arrange for a field reversal to take place between the sample 
and the first optic. Ions created on the sample side of the reversal will be 
attracted back towards the sample, whilst ions on the optics side will be 
extracted into the mass spectrometer. One added advantage of this scheme, is 
that it should be possible to create RIMS ions in a comparatively low electric 
field region, with consequently reduced problems with Stark shifts and 
splittings (see Chapter 4.)
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(2) Isotope Ratio Measurements
(i) Discussion and Preliminary Results
The ability to make isotope ratio measurements is a very important 
performance parameter for a mass spectrometry technique. Such 
information is of direct interest in sample characterization, helps to 
illuminate isobaric interferences and allows internally quantified results to be 
obtained through the isotope dilution methodology [5, 63]. RIMS was 
originally envisaged as being capable of playing two distinct roles in isotope 
ratio analysis: utilizing narrow line width lasers, individual isotopes could be 
selectively excited, and, with broad band laser sources, all isotopes of a 
chosen element could be equally excited, giving direct isotope ratio 
measurements [2]. Whilst narrow linewidth techniques (principally CW 
lasers) have demonstrated excellent performance characteristics [30, 35], 
some systematic problems are begining to be recognized for broad band, 
pulsed laser excitation methods [44, 45].
Some preliminary investigations were carried out on the Kratos 
Machine to assess the instrument's capabilities for precise and accurate 
isotope ratio measurements. As discussed in the Chapter 1, calcium is an 
excellent system for the study of isotope ratios: the stable isotopes span a 
large mass range (40-48amu); the isotope abundance ratios cover a very 
large dynamic range, 40Ca:46Ca ~ 25,000:1, but also 43Ca:48Ca~3:4; and 
both odd and even nuclear spin stable isotopes are present. The isotope shifts 
and hyperfine structure for the calcium isotopes have been measured by 
several authors: Lorenzen et al (1983) [154] provide a valuable summary 
covering a variety of one- and two- photon transitions from the ground state. 
Shifts range from a few hunderd megahertz (eg. 4^Ca-4^Ca, 1-photon,
4s4p 3pj, 441 MHz) up to several gigahertz (eg. 4^Ca -4^Ca,
2-photon -> 3d5s lD2, 4.367GHz).
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Andl et al (1982) [213] studied the 4s2 1Sq —> 4s4p 1P 1 transition in
detail, and Brinkmann et al (1974) [214] provide a most interesting account 
of an early use of RIS for isotope selection. The Spectron dye lasers used 
throughout this programme of work have a specified linewidth of 0 .1cm-1 
(~3GHz), considerably greater than the doppler-broadened linewidths 
expected in the laser ablated plume (<0.5GHz, Chapter 3), but comparable 
with the isotope shifts and hyperfine structure noted above.
Although early isotope ratio results were promising, [212], marked 
reproducibility problems were subsequently encountered. As mentioned in 
Chapter 2, the gain of the channel plate ion detector was observed to decline 
severely over the several months of operation, ultimately prohibiting 
accurate measurements on minor peaks. For this reason, measurements 
concentrated on the two major isotopes, 40Ca and ^ C a , present naturally in 
the ratio 47.15:1, [147]. The measured ratio for this isotopic pair varied, 
seemingly randomly, between 32:1 and 102:1 (!), utilizing a variety of RIS 
transition schemes.
Several authors have reported difficulties in making isotope ratio 
measurements using similar equipment and methodologies to those employed 
here [44, 215]. There is a growing consensus that many of these problems 
are of a fundamental nature, brought about through subtleties of the basic 
light-field/atomic interaction (laser mode structure, temporal profile, 
wavelength stability, hyperfine interactions etc., [45]). Given the 
comparatively large isotope shifts present on the transitions being utilized 
(eg. ^ C a  -MCa, 4s2 >S0 4sl0s ’Sq. 1.616GHz, [154]) some problems
were perhaps to be expected. It was hoped, however, that problems of this 
nature would be clarified by slowly scanning the laser wavelength across a 
spectral line and observing any variation in the measured isotope ratios. 
Irreproducibility was such that these measurements were at best 
inconclusive, a trend apparent on one run being negated by the results of the
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following day's efforts. Obviously some other source(s) of error was 
'dominating' the situation and masking the potentially interesting 
photo-physics.
Various other possible sources of confusion were considered. 
Micro-inhomgenities in the isotope distribution within the sample matrix 
could play a role, but no improvement was found upon changing to a simple 
metallic calcium sample. The position of the ionizing laser within the ion 
source will probably play a role, since it is unlikely that ion transmission for 
different masses is entirely uniform from within the source region. Again, 
however, no systematic, reproducible trend was detected. One interesting 
possibility, is that of an isotope bias effect in the distribution of neutrals 
within the ablation plume. Certainly, for the ’thermal spike' ablation model 
outlined in Chapter 3, lighter isotopic species may be expected to move away 
from the sample surface faster than heavier species, leading to a shift in 
temporal distributions between the isotopes (see, Fig. 3.3.4). This could be 
investigated by measuring the isotope ratio for a variety of delay times 
between ablation and ionization pulses. Early results, however, again showed 
no reproducible trends. Simons [90] reported a systematic problem with 
isotope ratio measurements on a commercial LAMMA instrument, ultimately 
traced to a detector saturation problem. Here, however, no simple 
correlation between measured ratio and signal size was observed. Finally, 
one major problem source was discovered. As noted in Chapter 2, the 
channel plate detector was supplied with a somewhat unorthodox biasing 
arrangement, see Figs. 2.1.6 (a). Once modified to a more conventional 
form, Fig. 2.1.6 (b), a marked improvement was immediately evident. 
Presumably, a complex space-charge effect between the ends of the 
multiplier channels and the collector anode was causing at least part of the 
irreproducibility problems.
The final set of data collected for this programme of work consisted of
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two independent sets of fifteen measurements of the ^ C a r^ C a  ratio. Laser 
ablation (1.06pm, 4mJ/mm2) and a 2+1 RIS scheme (4s2 —> 4sl0s ^ g ,
421.5nm), provided the atomization and ionization processes, respectively. 
Each measurement consisted of a mass spectmm collected over 1000 laser 
shots. The results for the average of each run were, 48.2±1.1 and 47.3±2.2, 
respectively 3 where the quoted uncertainty is equal to one standard 
deviation. The scatter of data appears to be quite random, with no 
correlation with time or signal size evident, despite a change in absolute 
signal size of ~x2. These results correspond to an accuracy of better than 
±3% and a precision of ±5%.
Whilst most encouraging, these results are obviously very much a
A-
begujing, still far from the fundamental Poisson statistics limit that Fassett 
and Walker [66] have shown is approachable with pulsed RIMS technology. 
The various parameters which are expected to influence ratio measurements, 
discussed above, will have to be investigated in detail. Only then will the 
Kratos Machine's ability to make accurate and precise isotope ratio 
measurements on a routine basis be made clear.
(ii) Polarisation Effects
As discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix B, the polarisation of the laser 
light can play a major role in the observed spectroscopy. Principally, 
two-photon transitions between J=0 states are allowed for linear polarisation, 
whilst being forbidden for circular polarisation (see Figs. 4.3.2 and 4.3.3). 
For an atomic system with a nuclear magnetic moment, however, this 
restriction is lifted. Balling and Wright (1976) [216] have proposed a novel 
method by which these simple, but powerful, selection rules can be 
'harnessed' to allow laser isotope separation without the need for narrow 
line width lasers. In principle, their method can be used to separate all 
isotopes with different nuclear spins (eg. 1=0, 1/2, 3/2). For calcium, of the
(a )  Linear Polarisation
0 3
Mass (amu)
(b) Circular Polarisation
Fig. 5.2.1 RIMS of Ca isotopes, see text for details
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naturally occurring stable isotopes, only 43Ca has a non-zero nuclear spin 
(1=7/2). As discussed in Chapter 1, however, there is much interest in the 
possibility of measuring the rare, radioactive 41Ca isotope (also 1=7/2), such 
a measurement requiring excellent differentiation against the dominant 40Ca. 
Balling and Wright's original scheme [216] envisaged using a two colour, 
1+1+1, RIS scheme. Here, the possibility of utilizing a two-photon excitation 
was investigated. In principle, this should allow a greater possible odd/even 
enhancement whilst still allowing all of the benefits of two-photon excitation, 
discussed in Chapter 4 (eg. Doppler-free excitation), to be retained.
The two-photon transition 4s2 —» 4s 10s ^Sq was investigated. A high
quality of linear polarisation was assured through use of a Newport Beam 
Polarising Cube (>99% polarisation purity). The mass spectmm, covering 
the calcium isotopes 42, 43, 44, obtained with linearly polarised light is 
shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (a). A Fresnel rhomb was used to transform the linear 
polarisation into circular polarisation, the resulting quality of polarisation 
was not measured, but was estimated to be =95% (from consideration of the 
rhomb's specifications and the achievable accuracy of alignment). From 
Balling and Wright's calculations [216], this quality of polarisation should 
enhance the odd/even ratio =x2. The comparative mass spectmm obtained 
with the circular polarisation is shown in Fig. 5.2.1 (b). The absolute 
intensity of signal in (b) is much reduced from that in (a) through practical 
problems in re-aligning the laser beam after insertion of the rhomb. The 
measured ratio of the even isotopes 42Ca/44Ca remained constant over the 
two runs, whilst the relative level of the odd isotope 43Ca increased by a 
factor of 3.4 (which would correspond to a 97% pure circularly polarised 
beam). Improving the quality of polarisation to 99.9% would, in principle, 
give an enhancement of =xl00. Evidently this method does hold some real 
promise for enhanced isotope separation in the calcium system.
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(3) Comparison of Laser Mass Spectrometry Techniques
It was possible to use lasers to generate an ion signal in several different 
ways on the Kratos Machine: basic laser ablation (’LIMA'); resonant laser 
ablation (’RLA'); non-resonant laser post-ionization ('SALI'); and finally, 
resonant laser post-ionization (’RIMS'). A qualitative comparison of these 
various methods was undertaken using a simple calcium metal sample.
The calcium sample was formed by placing a single granule of the metal 
into a 3mm diameter well in the centre of a sample stub, and then 
compressing the rough granule with a 10 ton manual press until a good fit 
was obtained. The surface of the stub/sample was then rubbed flat using 
emery paper, a reasonable surface finish was achieved, although distinct 
grain boundaries were visible. The freshly cut metal surface was distinctly 
white and shiny, but tarnished rapidly in air to a dark matte gray. When 
ablated at high laser fluences (>10mJ/mm2) under vacuum, the surface was 
observed to ’clean up’, but then slowly return to a tarnished state over a 
period of a few hours, despite the UHV environment. This simple 
observation has important consequences for sample handling/preparation for 
sensitive surface analyses.
Each final mass spectmm shown is built up from four consecutive runs, 
each of 4000 laser shots, with the time window stepped in 30jis intervals for 
each run. (The transient recorder was mn with a 20MHz sampling rate, 
giving a temporal resolution of 50ns and a maximum window for each mn 
of 32jis.)
(i) Laser Ablation
The mass spectrometer was adjusted to allow efficient transmission of 
ions created at the sample surface by raising the ’reflect' potential on the 
reflectron ion mirror to a value greater than that of the sample.
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(a) LIMA
LIMA has become a popular method for elemental trace analysis, 
especially so when a micro-imaging capability is required [16, 90,174]. The 
most commonly employed ablation laser for LIMA analysis is the frequency 
quadrupled Nd:YAG at 266nm. The very high ablation fluences, >10J/mm2, 
used in commercial LIMA instruments could not be reached on the Kratos 
Machine: the need to focus the ablation laser external to the vacuum system 
resulted in comparatively large ablation spot sizes (10-8 mm2, compared 
with, 10'12 mm2 on commercial instruments), and consequently much lower 
power densities for similar total ion yields. The ablation spectrum obtained 
using 266nm at a fluence of ~5mJ/mm2 into a spot diameter of ~lm m  and at 
a 45° angle of incidence, is shown in Figs. 5.3.1 (a, b). Evidently the sample 
surface consists of more than simply pure calcium metal! Basic elemental 
peaks are also clearly present for Na(23amu), Al(27) and K (39,41), Cr(52) 
and Co(59). Many of the remaining peaks can be assigned to simple calcium 
ion molecular forms, eg. CaO(56amu), the dimer Ca2(80), Ca2H3(83),
Ca20(96) etc. Unequivocal identification of the remaining low intensity
peaks was not possible with the available mass measurement accuracy, most 
of these probably arise from hydrocarbon impurities adsorbed onto the 
sample surface.
The experiment was repeated using the infra-red 1.06pm fundamental 
radiation from the ablation Nd:YAG, the results are shown in Figs. 5.3.2 
(a, b). Most interestingly, this spectrum is very similar to that obtained with 
the UV wavelength ablation, indicating that the basic ablation process is 
largely independent of wavelength for the conditions employed here. This 
observation is consistent with a simple thermal evaporation process for laser 
ablation, see Chapter 3.
Both the major strength and ultimate weakness of the LIMA approach,
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as discussed in Chapter 1, are evident in the above spectra. All elements 
present in the sample are ionized to some degree, giving a rapid 
multi-element analysis capabilty. However, this inherent lack of selectivity in 
the ionization process must ultimately limit the attainable sensitivity through 
isobaric interferences. LIMA is known to be prone to strong matrix effects, 
[2, 5, 174], thought to be due to the very high ion densities occurring near 
the sample surface during the ablation process. This is well demonstarted by 
the observation of relatively strong ion peaks for elements such as Al, Na 
and K which are present only in small proportion in the sample, and by the 
strong Ca ion molecular peaks.
(b) Resonant Laser Ablation (RLA)
The novel technique of resonant laser ablation (RLA), as detailed in 
Chapter 3, gave rise to a quite different mass spectrum, Figs. 5.3.3 (a, b). 
Note the comparatively high scale multiplication factor (xlOOO) in (b) 
compared with that for the non-resonant ablation of Figs. 5.3.2, 5.3.3 (x20), 
above. The 2+1 ionization scheme at 600.lnm was again utilized, with the 
ablation beam at grazing incidence, -3°, and a fluence of ~30uJ/mm2. The 
only elemental line clearly observed is a t27Al, molecular ions are limited to 
CaO and the dimer Ca2 plus some of its hydrides. Clearly the RLA technique
is comparatively free of both the major weaknesses of non-resonant ablation, 
demonstrating high selectivity and low matrix effects. However, as will be 
shown below, RLA does not display the full strength of RIMS in either of 
these aspects, the high ionization density in close proximity to the sample 
surface remaining a limiting factor. The sensitivity of the RLA approach is 
not clear from these results, although sensitivities at least as great as those 
attained with LIMA should be expected. One very obvious strength must be 
the very high geometric overlap between 'ablation' and 'ionization' beams.
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(ii) SALI
Following the 1.06jim LIMA experiment described above, a second 
laser beam was introduced to the ion source region, above and parallel to the 
sample surface. This second laser allowed ablated neutral species to be 
ionized. The second laser beam was provided by a frequency quadrupled 
Nd:YAG at 266nm, with a pulse energy of ~20mJ. Most elements can be 
ionized through a non-resonant two-photon process with this wavelength.
The laser was focussed into the ionization region, giving a fluence of 
=lJ/mm2, this high value being required to drive the low cross-section 
process with any degree of efficiency. This technique of non-resonant laser 
postionization has been developed by Becker and Gillen, [54-57], principally 
for sensitive surface analysis (hence the acronym SALI, 'surface analysis by 
laser ionization', see Chapter 1).
The mass spectrometer was set to accept SALI ions whilst rejecting ions 
created in the ablation process (reflect potential < sample potential). The 
resulting mass spectrum is shown in Figs.5.3.4 (a, b), again note the scale 
factor (xlOO) in the expanded figure (b). Since the sample was vapourized 
using the same ablation process, this figure should be compared to Fig.
5.3.2. Generally, the spectrum is much cleaner with fewer molecular species 
observed, and somewhat lower relative intensities for 'interfering' features 
which do reproduce. Note the absence of Na and K peaks in the SALI 
spectrum, indicating that these elements are ionized with very high efficiency 
in the ablation process. The background laser ionization signal, arising from 
hydrocarbons in the vacuum, discussed in Chapter 3, (Fig. 3.1.1), is at a 
much lower level than the principal features visible here. The benefits of 
separating the atomization and ionization processes are readily apparent in 
the SALI spectrum, but the limitations of a non-selective ionization 
mechanism remain.
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(iii) RIMS
Finally, resonant post-ionization laser beams were introduced to the 
source region. The ablation beam was again at 1.06|im, 4mJ/mm2. Mass 
spectra were obtained for two different two-photon resonant, three-photon 
ionization schemes: in the blue at 421.5nm and in the red at 600.lnm, Figs. 
5.3.5( a, b) and Figs. 5.3.6 (a, b), respectively. Again note that the scale 
factor in the expanded figures is xlOOO. As one would hope, there is very 
little in the RIMS spectra other than calcium to discuss. These spectra are 
clearly much 'cleaner' than those obtained by any of the non-resonant laser 
ionization methods, with only the RLA spectrum having comparable 
selectivity. The only molecular species evident on the RIMS spectra are those 
assigned to Ca species (eg. CaO at 56 amu), demonstrating well the relative 
freedom from isobaric interferences that is attainable with RIMS utilizing 
visible wavelengths. The minor isotope 46Ca is clearly visible in both 
spectra, Figs. 5.3.7 (a, b). The spectra obtained at the different wavelengths 
are, however, quite distinct. Aluminium is observed quite clearly in the blue, 
but not at all in the red. In both cases three photons are required to effect 
multi-photon ionization of the A1 ground state, a very low cross-section 
process. No coincidental resonance with a known A1 transition could be 
deduced from atomic energy level tables [191]. Possibly the blue wavelength 
overlaps with an absorption/dissociative ionization band of a small A1 
molecule (eg. AI2O3). Considerably greater Ca molecular ion signal is
observed in the blue, principally CaO and Ca2H3 . This may simply indicate
these species can be ionized by a single blue photon whilst requiring two 
photons in the red, or could be due to resonant molecular excitation. Little is 
known of the spectroscopy of small calcium molecules, some investigations 
of the Ca2 dimer have been carried out [217, 218], but not at wavelengths of 
relevance here. Whilst it would be simple to investigate any degree of
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resonance behaviour for such ions, by setting a mass window at the 
appropriate peak in SPEC, the relatively low intensity, <1%, indicates that 
such peaks would not be of importance in most RIMS analyses. The 
formation of 40CaH+ would, however, be of significance in any attempt to 
measure 41Ca. Whilst there is no large mass-41 signal apparent in Figs. 5.3.7 
(a, b) the electrical ringing emanating from the base of the 40Ca peak at 
present precludes any firm conclusions on this point.
(iv) Summary
This simple series of qualitative investigations has demonstrated well 
many of the points discussed in Chapter 1. Comparison of the LIMA and 
SALI spectra demonstrates that significant gains can be made by separating 
the atomization and ionization processes. The ability of RLA to provide a 
high degree of selectivity in a simple ITV process, and the consequent 
potential for high sensitivity surface analysis relatively free from isobaric 
interferences is readily apparent. RIMS has been demonstrated to be capable 
of both high sensitivity and high selectivity for calcium analysis, indicating 
that, with further development, a RIMS instrument could tackle many of the 
challenging analytical problems outlined in Chapter 1. The next step must be 
to repeat these investigations in a much more controlled and quantifiable 
fashion, eg. using multi-element standard reference materials.
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Appendix A: Atomic Theory
This appendix will briefly summarize some of the basic atomic theory 
used throughout this work. The emphasis will be on trying to present a 
consistent set of equations in a form that is of direct use in making real 
calculations. The quantity of most interest in a RIMS experiment is the 
transition cross-section. We either require to know this quantity to assess 
laser power requirements for efficient RIMS analysis, or from experimental 
knowledge of the cross-section, we can look to derive fundamental atomic 
quantities, eg. state lifetimes. Transition cross-sections are the most 
important input parameter for the Population Rate Equation computer model 
to be discussed in Appendix B.
(1) One-Photon Transitions
(!) Transition Cross-Sections
Most basic atomic physics textbooks provide useful discussions on the 
simple two-level, one-photon absorption case, see, for example, Woodgate, 
"Elementary Atomic Structure", [221] and Comey "Atomic and Laser 
Spectroscopy", [205]. For the simple two level sytem, shown in Fig. A. 1.1, 
the Einstein coefficients provide a useful starting point.
bO(-i<D
GW
E. ■—
g
g ;
Fig. A. 1.1 One-photon transition schematic
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The Einstein A-coefficient is directly related to the natural radiative 
lifetime of an excited state by,
A..= 1 / t .. ( L I )
ji ji v y
Also, the natural atomic linewidth, Ava , is related to the state lifetime 
by the Uncertainty Principle,
A E A t > f  => A v a = ^ -  (1.2)
JI
The Einstein B-coefficients for stimulated emission and absorption are 
related to each other and the A-coefficient by,
Si  -r, n 2f  c ^3B.. =  - 7 7 - B . .  =
« g j  S i  h CO ..V lU
A .. (L 3)ji v 7
Under the electric dipole approximation, it is helpful to define an 
"oscillator strength" for the transition, which can be related directly to the 
state wavefunctions,
a 4 )
Frequently, it is the oscillator strength, fy , for a transition which is
tabulated in resource listings, even if the dipole approximation is 
inappropriate. The oscillator strength can be related to the Einstein 
coefficents through the relationship,
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( m A
ij K
e
V e2 j
hto .B . .  (L 5)
»J IJ V
In order to relate these fundamental quantities to experimental 
parameters it is helpful to introduce the concept of transition 'cross-section*. 
The absorption cross-section, Oy , is defined in terms of the transition rate,
P y , for excitation under illumination with laser photon flux (j),
P ..(sec *)
a ..(cm 2) = —  -----   o---- r  (1-6)
1J <|) (photons /  cm sec)
It can be shown that the cross-section can be related to the fundamental 
Einstein A-coefficient by,
_  ^ij ^ j i  1 \
y gi87cAva
The saturation requirement for laser photon flux is given by,
P ij =  <l) 0 i j > > T  ( L 8 >
Where, x is the shorter of the laser pulse length and the upper state 
lifetime.
Letokhov [1], gives the following requirement for the laser fluence 
required to saturate a transition,
E ij A v lO = —  -----------------  (1 9)sat 2 0 . . A v a K }
Xj a
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(The ratio of laser to atomic linewidths represents the ’wasted' laser 
photons which do not contribute to the excitation process.) This expression 
closes the loop between the basic experimental and theoretical quantities of 
relevance to RIMS analyses. Conditions (1.8), (1.9) allow laser power 
requirements for efficient excitation to be assessed theoretically.
Experimental knowledge of the saturation fluence allows the cross-section to 
be estimated, a more precise method of determining cross-sections using a 
Population Rate Equation model will be presented in Appendix B.
(ii) Selection Rules
The basic theory outlined in (i) above has neglected the subtleties 
introduced through the interaction of polarised light with magnetic substates. 
This interaction has important consequences for the efficiency of excitation, 
eg. some transitions may be 'forbidden' for a given polarisation of light, 
whilst others may be significantly enhanced through appropriate choice of 
polarisation [205, 222].
The selection rules for electric dipole transitions are summarized by the 
following, (stepwise excitations are considered through sequential application 
of the one-photon rules).
The most basic and absolute mle for all one-photon transitions is that 
parity of the upper and lower states must be different, (for a single electron 
transition this equivalent to Al=±l, eg. 4s4p - 4s5d).
For all one-photon transitions, irrespective of the form of coupling, we 
also have [221],
AJ= ±1,0; J=0 —> J'=0, forbidden (1.10)
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For magnetic substates, mj,
Amj= ±1,0; mj =0 —> mj«=0, forbidden for AJ=0 (1.11)
Linear, 7C, polarisation promotes Amj=0 (1.12(a))
Circular, o - ,  polarisations promote Amj =±1, repectively (1.12 (b))
Fairbanks et al [44] give a good illustration of the importance of these 
rules. Linearly polarised light can be used to excite the transition 
5p2 3Pq 5p6p (AJ=1), however, only the mj'=0 substate of the 3Pj 
state will be populated through application of (1.12 (a)). Subsequent 
excitation to the 5p6s 3Pj (AJ=0) state would then be forbidden by (1.11).
For LS-coupled systems, in which L and S are good quantum numbers, 
these rules are augmented by the following,
AS=0 (1.13 (a))
AL=±1, 0; L=0 -> L=0, forbidden (1.13(b))
As noted in Chapter 4, calcium follows the LS-coupling constraints very 
closely, with spin-flip transitions (AS=1) being strongly suppressed.
For atoms with nuclear spin, I, then the total angular momentum is now 
F=I+J, and all mles for J and m7 must now be applied to F and mF, for
example, Eq. (1.10) becomes: AF=±1, 0; F=0 —> F'=0, forbidden.
This important distinction is the basis of the angular momentum isotope 
selection scheme proposed by Balling and Wright, [216], mentioned in 
Chapter 5. For an atom with 1=0, the sequential excitation —» iPj —»
is forbidden for circularly polarised light beams of the same handedness,
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since the selection rule Amj=±l applies for each transition. However, for 
1=3/2 isotopes (eg. Yb) it is possible to excite population from the mp=-3/2 
and mp=-l/2 substates through to mF"=l/2 and mF"=3/2, respectively.
(2) Two- Photon Transitions 
(D Transition Cross-Sections
Goppert-Mayer [223] derived the basic expression for the two-photon 
transition rate using second order perturbation theory in 1931. The 
fundamental expression can be written in the form (see also Fig. A.2.1),
P 27C
if h 2 Sco
Av
45co^ + k 2A v\
(2 . 1)
Where, the summation is over all possible intermediate states k, Sco  ^is 
the detuning from intermediate resonance k, Hj is the electric dipole 
interaction Hamiltonian for the atom with beam i, Ava is the atomic 
linewidth for the transition, and 8(0f is the detuning from the two-photon 
resonance.
For excitation using only one laser beam, tuned to resonance ( S(Df =0), 
this reduces to [200],
p i f = 8 ( 0 ,
8 (2. 2 )
If we make the assumption that one intermediate resonance, r,
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Fig. A.2.1 Two-photon transition schematic
dominates, and substitute explicitly for the Hamiltonian, then this expression 
becomes [200],
2
(2.3)
Where, IQ is the laser intensity, re is the classical radius for the electron, 
f-j is the oscillator strength for transition i—>j, and Cy is the Clebsch-Gordan
coefficient for transition i—»j.
We now need to put this expression into a form that is more directly 
useful for experimental investigation. We can define the two-photon 
cross-section to be given by,
Frequently, the laser linewidth, r L> will be greater than natural atomic 
linewidths involved in the excitation. Hence, we replace the term Ava with T,
which is now taken to be the greater of the laser and atomic linewidths, 
which gives [65],
Where K is a known constant.
Also, it may be possible for several magnetic substates, mn , to become
involved in the excitation process, consequently the expression must be 
summed over all such states. We can now write the two-photon transition
o .f (cm 4s) = (2 .4 )
<j> (photons /  cm sec)
(2.5)
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cross-section in the simple form,
2
(2. 6)
(The radial frequencies have been replaced by their corresponding 
energies (eg. AE=hAco), and X is the laser wavelength). For energies in units 
of cm-1, wavelengths in nm and the linewidth in Hz, and the cross-section in 
cm4 sec, we find K~2.88xlO'10. This is the expression used to calculate the 
expected two-photon cross-sections for the intermediate resonance 
enhancement experiments described in Chapter 4.
The saturation requirement for laser photon flux for a two-photon 
transition is given by,
Where, T is the shorter of the laser pulse length and the upper state 
lifetime.
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients were calculated using the methods 
given by Edmonds [203]. In the most general case we can relate the 
Clebsch-Gordan coefficient to the Wigner 3-j symbol by,
(2 .7)
= ( - D (2. 8 )
For each one-photon transition i—»j we need to calculate,
j . i j .i
C..= Cij (2 .9 )
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Where q=0 for linear polarisation and q=±l for a — polarisations, 
respectively. The required Wigner 3-j symbols can be evaluated from tables 
in Edmonds [203], (similar listing are given by several other authors).
(if) Selection Rules
The selection rules for two-photon transitions are more complex than 
those for the simpler one-photon case. Comprehensive discussions and 
tabulation of results are given by Melikechi and Allen [224] and Bonin and 
Mcllrath [225]. The results of the latter are reproduced in Fig. A.2.2.
Several important points arise from these results. The transition 
F=0 —» F=0 is allowed for linearly polarised beams, but forbidden for 
beams having the same handedness of circular polarisation. This was 
demonstrated in Chapter 4, where the series of transitions ^Sq were
observed for 40Ca (1=0, F=J) with linearly polarised light, but not with 
circularly. As discussed in Chapter 5, 43Ca has a non-zero nuclear spin 
(1=7/2) and consequently the transitions, forbidden for ^ C a , are
allowed for this isotope, leading to isotope selectivity in a manner very 
similar to that suggested by Balling and Wright [216].
The selection rules can also be ’harnessed' to provide doppler free 
excitation with high efficiency over an entire Maxwellian velocity 
distribution. For counter-propagating beams with polarisations o + and G“, 
respectively, the transition F=0 —» F'=0 is only allowed for the combination 
G+G". That is, a photon must be absorbed from each beam for the transition 
to be allowed, making the excitation completely Doppler-free to first order. 
The potential of such schemes for RIMS applications in high abundance 
sensitivity isotope ratio measurements are discussed by Lucatorto et al [29].
Fig. A.2.2 Two-Photon Selection Rules
(Reproduced from Bonin and Mcllrath [225])
General Rules
|A F |< 2 , |i) . |/>, same parity, F; + F/ — integer
Particular Polarization Rules
Polarizations
Photon Photon
OJi CP2 Forbidden Transitions
a + (J~ AM 0
<7+ 7T AF: 0 — 0; AM ^ -1
G~ 7T AF: 0 — 0; AM ^ 1
7T a AF: 0 — 0; AM ^ ±1
7r 7T AF: 0 — 1; AM ^ 0
<T+ AF: 0 — 1, 0 — 0, V2 ~ * V25 AM 7  ^ —2
G ~ (J“ AF: 0 — 1, 0 —  0, V2 “■* V2; AM 7  ^ 2
Additional Rules for Equal-Frequency Photons
AF: 0 — 1 Forbidden for all polarizations
If | AjF) = 1, AM: 0 - 0  Forbidden for all polarizations
Definitions: AF = Ff - F{, AM = Mf - ; n  is the light polarised along
the quantization axis, o  is the linearly polarised light orthogonal to k , and 
o+’" is the circularly polarised light
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Appendix B: Population Rate Equation Model
This section will outline the basics of the Population Rate Equation 
(PRE) model developed in the LIS group at Glasgow. Much of this has 
already been presented in Singhal, Land, Ledingham and Towrie, 1990, 
[202]. The motivation behind the development of the model was to allow an 
estimate of expected ion yields to be made for known transition 
cross-sections and given laser powers. Conversely, the PRE model can also 
be used to calculate cross-sections from experimentally measured 
dependencies for ion yield on laser flux. The PRE computer model was 
developed to cover the most general case likely to be encountered in a RIMS 
analysis, a four-level system with three independent laser pulses exciting 
resonant transitions between them. The model can be applied to both atomic 
and molecular systems, and can be used to calculate both fluorescence and 
ionization yields.
The PRE model builds on the simple atomic theory outlined in 
Appendix A. The validity of simple PRE models for describing multiphoton 
ionization dynamics has been considered by Ackerhalt and Eberly [227] and 
by Ackerhalt and Shore [228]. Their findings suggest that it is reasonable to 
assume that the PRE model will provide a good approximation under the 
experimental conditions commonly encountered in RIMS analyses utilizing 
pulsed laser excitation (eg. laser coherence time «  atomic lifetimes).
Similar models have been developed by several other authors, most 
notably Zakheim and Johnson [229] and Miller and Nogar [230]. The 
emphasis of the former authors' was very much towards molecular 
multiphoton spectroscopy. The latter authors' comparisons between CW and 
pulsed laser excitations for RIMS anlysis are particularly interesting, 
highlighting the potential high sensitivity available with quite modest CW 
laser intensities. However, neither of these models was felt to be suitably
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flexible enough for the needs of the LIS group.
(!) The Glasgow PRE Model
The system under consideration is shown in Fig. B.l.The model allows 
for both stimulated and spontaneous emissions from excited states, and also 
for decay channels which 'remove' population from states of interest (eg. 
atomic collisions or molecular dissociation). Multiphoton processes can be 
considered simply by choosing appropriate exponents for the laser flux on 
the relevant resonance and corresponding dimensions for the cross-section. 
That is, for an m-photon process, the appropriate flux would be (|)m and the 
cross-section would have units of cm2m secm_1. Although the uppermost level 
in Fig. B .l is shown to be below the ionization continuum, the transition to 
any state can be made a photoionization process simply by closing all decay 
channels from this level. For this initial analysis, the laser pulse is assumed 
to have a uniform intensity over its duration ('top-hat' pulse). Also, the laser 
pulse is assumed to have a uniform geometric cross-section and the analyte 
atoms are assumed to have a uniform spatial density.
The rate equations for the system shown in Fig. B .l are given by,
dn0(t)
dt
dn^t)
dt
dn2(t)
dt
dn3(t)
dt
II I > S3 o + Br i j
= A n o -  (B + C + CP)n
II P -  (D + E + EP)n
= E n2 -  (F + G )n3
/  /  /  / /  
9 N I S A T I 0 N
CONTINUUM
/  /  /  /  /
2 2 3  " C 32
2 1 1 2
Fig. B .l Four-Level System for PRE Model, see text for details
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Where,
ml
^  “  ^ O l m ^  01 9 B = a 10A + x - i
m2
^  ”  °12m  ^  122
9 CP = k 1
D = a 21C +  T " i 1 9
m 3
^  “  G 2 3 m $  23
EP = k 2 9 ^  — ^ 3 2 ^  ^32
(All terms have their previously defined meanings.)
The basic rate equations can be manipulated algebraically to give a 
fourth order differential equation in terms of n3 and constants only,
n’3 + (A + B + C + CP + E + EP + F + G)n3 
+ {(A + B + C + CP + D + E + EP)(F + G) +
(A + B + C + CP)(D + E + EP) + A(C + CP) -  EF -  CD}n'3 
+ [{(A + B + C + CP)(D + E + EP) + A(C + CP) -  CD} (F + G) + 
A(C + CP) (D + E + EP) -  (A + B + C + CP)EF -  ACD]n'3 
+ [{(A(C + CP)(D + E + EP) -  ACD} (F + G) -  AEF(C + CP)]n3 = 0
This equation has four real, positive roots, p j , yielding a solution for 
n3(t) of the form,
113(0 = L  Pi exp( -  PjO
Standard computer software subroutines are readily available to 
calculate the roots pj. If we now assume that the total population, Nq, is in 
the ground state at time t=0, then we have,
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P .  = (ACE) N 0 [(p. -  p .)(p k -  p .)(Pl -  Pi) ] ' 1
We can now write down solutions for the time evolution of the 
population in each of the system’s levels,
n 2(t) = ^  'Z  Pj(F + G -  p ;)exp( -  p.t)
n^t) = Z  Pj[(F + G -  p.)(D  + E + EP -  p.) -  EF]exp( -  Pjt)
n 0(t) = I p j {  [(F + G -  Pp (d  + E + EP -  p.)]
(B + C + CP -  p.) -  CD(F + G -  pj) -  EF} exp( -  p.t)
These expressions can be programmed into a computer to allow simple 
and rapid evaluation of population changes under different conditions.
The model outlined above has two important omissions, no 
consideration has been given to either temporal variations in the laser pulse 
intensity or to spatial variations in the laser intensity/analyte density over the 
interaction region.
The problem of temporal variation in the laser pulse intensity is quite 
simply solved with computer model outlined above. The laser pulse length 
can be divided into a number of time 'bins’ (say, one hundred bins over a 
10ns pulse) during which the variation in intensity is small. The equations 
developed above are then valid over the duration of each bin, and the 
calculated level populations at the end of each bin can then serve as the 
starting populations for the next time bin in the sequence. Obviously, the 
constants A-G are also now time dependent, and must be recalculated for 
each time bin.
As discussed in Singhal et al [202], this more sophisticated model 
allowed the effect of different laser pulse temporal profiles on ion yields to
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be investigated. For one- and two-photon excitation processes and standard 
pulse lengths (~10ns), very little variation was calculated for quite extreme 
cases, from a perfectly uniform flat-top pulse through to a series of sharp 
spikes. However, for multiphoton processes (m>3) or for subnanosecond 
laser pulses, quite considerable variations in ion yield were predicted. As 
noted in Chapter 2, the pulse shape from the Spectron dye lasers was 
observed to be far from uniform in profile. However, in light of the above 
findings on the model's relative insensitivity to temporal stmcture, it was felt 
that a simple Gaussian profile would be adequate for analysis of the one-and 
two-photon processes of interest in this programme of research.
The question of variation in the geometric profile of the laser pulse has 
not yet been examined in the LIS group. Both Zakheim and Johnson [229] 
and Miller and Nogar [230] have considered the effect of focussing the laser 
beam into a uniform gas. To be entirely relevant to the RIMS analysis 
carried out in the LIS group, however, such a model would also have to 
allow for the nonuniform density of gas phase atoms within a 
sputtered/ablated plume, a demanding, but entirely feasible, project.
(2) PRE Model Analysis of Yb RIS Data
As an early test of the model's abilities, a set of data from the RIS 
analysis of Yb carried out by Bekov et al [231] was analyzed. The 
experiment involved the stepwise excitation of three excited states followed 
by field ionization from the upper level. The RIS scheme involved is shown 
in Fig. B.2 . Sufficient laser power was available to saturate each of the 
transitions.
It is known analytically, [13], that the population of the upper excited 
state under saturation conditions is given by,
IONISATION
CONTINUUM
Yb I
Fig. B.2 RIS scheme for Yb, Bekov et al [231]
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3
n 3 — N0 S3 / Xr Si
i  =  0
For the RIS scheme for Yb shown in Fig. B.2, this has a value of 0.417. 
The PRE model calculated a value of 0.416, suggesting that the computer 
model has no fundamental flaws.
The available data set consisted of three plots of the variation in relative 
ion yield as the intensity of light on one resonance was varied whilst the 
other transitions were kept in saturation [1, 231]. These 'power-dependence’ 
plots are shown on Fig. B.3.
Bekov et al [231] give absolute absorption cross-sections for two of the 
transitions (gqi and g ^)* With these values, the PRE model generated the
solid curves shown in Fig. B.3. Although both of these curves lie above the 
experimental data, their shape reproduces the form of the data well. In fact, 
reducing the values of the cross-sections by factors of 4.0 and 3.5, 
respectively, yields the dashed curves shown in the figure. Since the quantity 
of direct relevance to the experimental data is actually the effective 
cross-section (g^ AvL/Ava ) [202] , this can be explained through
uncertainties in the atomic and laser linewidths involved in the transitions.
The model was then used to calculate a value for the cross-section for 
the third transition. It was possible to obtain a good fit to data using an 
effective cross-section of 023=7.5x10"15 cm2. As noted above, the absolute
cross-sections for the first two transitions were noted to be factors of 4.0 and 
3.5 higher, respectively, than their effective values. Hence, this calculated 
effective value was multiplied by 3.75 to yield an absolute value for the 
transition cross-section of 2.81x10"14 cm2, with an estimated uncertainty of 
10%. This value is much as would be expected for excited state transitions of 
this nature [232].
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